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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

FOR THE

UNEMPLOYED
There will be a benefit day for Rockland’s needy folks

Evangelist Grimes Concludes

Tomorrow

AT

Strand Theatre
Afternoon and Evening
There will be no admission fee—simply take along
These will be dis

tributed by the Legion in cooperation with the City
Matron.

MAINE’S HANDSOMEST STREET

Special Serv

ices At Baptist Church

tf
tftf “The best in the State" is the verdict of those travelers who
have seen the night illumination of Rockland's business section and
compared it with the other cities. No such extensive electrical dis
play has ever before been attempted in Eastern Maine and the result
is exceeding the fondest expectations ol the promoters.
tftf With the completion of the orders now-in hand the Central
Maine Power Company workers will have installed 6500 colored elec
tric bulbs and more orders are expected. The street illumination,
consisting of runners along both sides of the street and arches at fre
quent intervals, at present extends from Summer street to Pleasant
street and up Park street to Moody’s. An extensive lighting job is in
progress at Rankin block and the huge tree for the Elks lawn has
arrived. All the larger business establishments are brilliantly lighted
in addition.
tftf The generous use of greens on the building fronts adds to thc
festive appearance and an artistic treatment of the White Way poles
with heavy coats of fir brings further beauty.
The spectacle each night is one of startling beauty, a sight
worth going miles to see, and the sight-seeing groups are plentiful.
The work is still progressing, given impetus by its own success. The
Chamber of Commerce, the city and the power company are cooperat
ing in this great project. The stores will remain open every evening
from Friday, Dec. 19, up to Christmas.

Evangelist Homer Grimes closes his
evangelistic mission at the First
Baptist Church with a service tonight
and three services Sunday. Large
crowds have heard him nightly and
there has been widespread apprecia
tion of his ministry. Tonight his
subject will be, “A Man Up a Tree,” in
—
All men desire to be Immortal.
♦ —Theodore Parker.
« which he promises to press essential
facts upon his hearers through the
■medium of a popular and humorous
address. Preceding the sermon a
FIRE AT MEGUNTICOOK
group of children will sing a special
number. His audience was unusually
Cottages at Meguntlcook Lake, large last Saturday night. A larger
owned by C. H. Berry and Miss Edith crowd is anticipated tonight.
Pratt, and a garage owned by Lewis The evangelist's closing Sunday
Rokes—all of Rockland — were will be marked by addresses that
burned flat Wednesday night and cover a wide range of interest. At
Thursday morning. The cause of 10.30 he will preach on “The Deeper
the conflagration was not deter Things of Life;” the service at 3 ln
mined. The Camden fire depart the afternoon will be open to every
ment was summoned, but little re body. at which time he will deliver
mained of the three structures by the his well-known popular address on
time the firemen reached that re "Is Jesus Christ coming to earth
mote locality. The total loss is es again in person or ln spirit?” The
timated at about (5000. The cot closing service at 7.15 will be in thc
tages were insured.
form of a jubilee service, at which
time Mr. Grimes will grant a number
Christmas seals are on sale in the of musical requests and conclude is
Postoffice corridor. Here's another mission with a sermon on "The Uni interested audience that "God is not
chance to help a good cause at very versal Language.”
everybody's Father.” He brought
small expense.
Last night the evangelist told his
much scripture to wimess to his
statement. “ ‘Ye are of your father,
the devil,’ said Jesus to the selfrighteous of his day,” continued the
speaker. "We are the 'children of
God through faith in Jesus Christ,’ is
the language of Galatians. ‘To as
many as received Him, to them gave
he the power to be called the chil
dren of God,' is the emphatic state
ment of the gospel of John. God be
comes our Father when we allow His
spiritual seed of regeneration to
affect the New Birth."
The evangelist then spoke of God's
willingness to be a Father to us and
of His love and mercy that follows
us and "ever remains willing to prove
itself." The speaker concluded by
saying that, “we will never have con
vincing proof of the saving power of
His love by mere church membership
or by keeping the moral code. While
these are most worthy, the one thing
the
that still remains to be done is the
acceptance of Jesus Christ as the
Son of God as mentioned in 1st John
4:13-17. "Of course, the mere reqltal
Here Are His Subjects;
of belief in His deity is not enough;
the scripture emphasizes also the
10.30—“THE DEEPER THINGS OF LIFE.”
complete commital of life and faith
(Music by the Church Quartet)
| to the power of Deity to save. This,
■ as the 17th verse indicates, Is the
3.00 MEN, WOMEN. BOYS, GIRLS, should hear this popular ad
! faith that will ‘give boldiness in the
dress: “IS JESUS CHRIST COMING TO EARTH AGAIN
day of judgment' as well of the pres
IN PERSON OR SPIRIT?”
ent assurance of His ‘perfect love’.”
Mr. Grimes met a large group of
7.15 CLOSING JUBILEE SERVICE. Subject: “THE UNI
children in the vestry of the church
this morning. With his -family he
VERSAL LANGUAGE.”
will-leave early Monday morning for
Ann Arbor, Michigan, where they will
!
spend the holidays with relatives be
TONIGHT, 7.30—Humorous Address: “THE MAN UP A TREE."
fore resuming the work of evangelism
! for the new year.

tgtg

SUNDAY IS HIS

Publix is donating

Theatre and Pictures

LAST DAY IN

DO YOUR BIT FOR THE UNFORTUNATES

Auspices

,

(This advertisement is made possible through the courtesy of
The Rockland National Bank)
I

F At the Sion

ROCKLAND

Evangelist Homer Grimes

Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

of

SNorth National Banka

Guide To
Successful Business

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH MAS'TN

“Make perseverance your friend, experience your

wise counselor, caution your elder brother, and

good facilties and helpful service.

Rockland, Maine

Jgbthe.

CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS
CLUB

DIMES
Statistics from a nationally known agency state that the average
man receives between $8.00 and $9.00 worth of ten cent pieces each

month.
What does he do with them?
The Security'Trust Company has suggested that he deposit them
in one of its "Book Savings Banks” which it will be pleased to loan to

GIFTS

THE ROAD PROGRAM

Contemplates Expenditure of

$21 5,000 In Knox County

Next Year
The State Highway Commission,
having secured approval of its 1931
construction program, awaits the
pleasure of the Legislature, which can
endorse or refuse a $3,000,000 road
bond issue next year.
The 1931 program, which was ap
proved by the Council Thursday pro
vides for the construction of 137.37
miles of state highway at a cost of
$3,931,990. The completion of trunk
lines already under construction is
the policy ot the program.
The greater part of the new con
struction next year will be gravel.
The plan embodies 83.32 miles of this
type of road at a cost of $1,847,850;
21.54 miles of concrete, $1,083,760;
21.59 miles of bituminous macadam.
$725,660; 10.42 miles of grading,
$259,720, and the elimination of
curves and hills, $15,000.
Knox County would get 6.26 miles
of concrete and gravel* costing
$215,200; Lincoln would get 10.93
miles of macadam, gravel, grading,
and elimination of curves costing
$272,120: and Hancock would get 10.6
miles of gravel and macadam costing
$320 000
On Route 1 (the Atlantic High
way) are these projects, among oth
ers:
(BJ--Grading in Woolwich
Wiscasset.
This work involves
changes ln location to provide better
alignment and to eliminate a railroad
grade crossing, 6.42 nriles costing
$153,720.
(D)—The construction of three
miles of concrete pavement in War
ren. $150,000. This is an extension of
work done in 1930.

Hundreds of Christmas gifts
will be bought this year . • .
with whole-hearted, worryfree pleasure ... by members
of our 1930 Christmas Savings
Club . . . whose small weekly
deposits were made without
the least sacrifice. We are
now organizing our 1931 Club.
You are invited to join. (1 a
week will give you over $59
next Christmas.

This work includes a change in
alignment at Bowden Hill in Jeffer
son and at Orff's Corner in Waldo
boro. Plans provide for a straight
line at Bowden Hill and a much bet
ter curve at Orff's Corner, $15,000.

MARITIME FISH NOTES

North National Bank

paif for
'uc
7 tour
Chri
ristmas

UMlMiMt

Ronte 132

KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

hope your guardian genius." Avail yourself of our

any customer starting a savings account with $1.00 or more.

If $ 10.00 is deposited each month the customer will have $ I 20.00
at the end of a year. If this procedure is kept up for several years
the total, together with the interest, will amount to a surprising sum.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven

From Boston Herald
Reports from along the Halifax
coast indicate that lobsters are not
so plentiful this season. Coupled
with this, the weather on the shore
has been very bad, with rough and
strong seas. Reports from Herring
Cove state that one man got 13 lob
sters out of 87 traps while another
got 40 from 120 traps.
• • * •
At Peggy's Cove thc fishermen
have only been able to look at their
traps one or two days, owing to the
seas, and the total catch is disap
pointingly small. Lower Indian Har
bor and West Dover report similar
conditions.
* • • •
The haddock fishermen have land
ed good fares during the past two
weeks and prices have advanced,
haddock selling from the boats at
$1,75 per 100 pounds.

•»••

With scallops bringing $1.25 per
gallon where th former years at this
season they brought from $3.75 to
$4 per gallon and the catch fallen
off so greatly that a day’s run on the
grounds results In the catch of only
a few gallons, the scallop fishermen
complain that they are not paying
working expenses. Fewer boats are
engaged in this branch of the fish
ing industry than for several years
and those who understand the busi
ness say that the old grounds appear
to be fished and unless new beds are
located the fishing for this year at
least is likely to prove a failure.

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB

Order your Christmas Magazine
gift subscriptions now. Special prices
for December; gift cards furnished.
Fred E. Harden, The Magazine Man.
Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
140-tf

CHRISTMAS TREES

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Financial Instltutlona, Inc., la a Maine corporation owning a majority ol the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banka
having total resourcea of more than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial Institu
tions. Inc. la owned by Maine capital and the corporation la managed by Maine men who have had long and
auccessful experience ln banking and flnanclal operation.

From 4 to 6 ft.

50c

From 6 to 8 ft.,

75c

Delivered to Any Part of the City

Call W. J. FRYE
Tel. 169-R

143tf
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Bankers and Farmers Have a Talkfest At Thorndike Hotel
To Solve Mutual Problems
Fifty men. representing the widely aid the farmer in solving his busi
varying vocations of banker and ness problems. If the farmers seek
farmer broke bread together at the aid in this direction they can find it.
Thorndike Hotel Thursday night, the
County Agent R. C Wentworth
occasion being a banquet tendered by cited some of the problems which
the extension division of the Maine confront the former, his statements
Bankers’ Association to representa being based on personal contact with
tive farm heads. The guests repre them.
sented the wide range of territory Frank P. Washburn, commissioner
between Belfast and Wiscasset and of agriculture, gave a short talk on
found enjoyment not only in the ex co-operative farming. “It is not all a
cellent dinner, but in the heart to matter of borrowing money from the
heart talks which were given during banks,” he said. The commissioner
stressed the importance of the work
the post prandial program.
Harold Horton was the presiding done by boys’ and girls' clubs. A
officer of the occasion and explained hook-up of the Aroostook potato
that it was the extension division's growers and the Federal Farm Board
aim to co-operate with the farmers is among the favorable prospects.
and to endeavor to work out satis Among the other speakers were
factorily their mutual problems. William G. Hunton of the Maine Cen
This contact embraces not only farm tral Railroad. Donald W. Reed,
ers, but dairymen, orchardists and economist of the extension division
work; Foster Jameson of Waldoboro,
poultrymen.
The opening address was by Clar who spoke from the standpoint of
ence Stetson of Bangor, who paid a extensive poultry raising; E. B.
glowing tribute to the late E. P. Denny of Damariscotta, who gave an
Ricker, whose dynamic personality illuminating talk on dairying: and
had so much to do with the develop E. N. Hobbs of Hope, who is one of
ment of the State. Other speakers the outstanding orchardists of Knox
added words of praise for what Mr. County.
The meeting closed with a most in
Ricker had accomplished.
Mr. Horton said he had frequently teresting talk by Henry B. Bird of
been asked what it was all about and the Medomak Canning Co., who gave
he had replied that it was a move the bankers a closer insight into the
toward the possibility of raising the , importance which the blueberry in
general efficiency of farmers in dustry of Maine has attained. Mr.
Maine. The use of farm accounts Bird gave a comprehensive resume of
was stressed. These are distributed the business and entered a plea for
among the farmers with the under ; the extension division to co-ordinate
standing that the extension service and co-operate with the blueberry
will aid in the examination of the ac growers. The situation is a hapcounts and render such other assist I hazard one in some respects, and can
ance as may be possible. In short it be greatly improved, in Mr. Bird’s
is the aim of the extension service to opinion.

CHARLES T. SPEAR
Death of Retired Business
Man Who Had Been Ac

•.148*150

TRAFFIC ON BROADWAY

Declared So Speedy and Reckless
That a Correspondent's Ire Is
Aroused.

For The Courier-Gazette: —
“No sLfe place on highways for
j aged people, children or animals."
The death of Charles T. Spear, who
A short time ago I heard a speech
for many years was a prominent on safety over the radio and among
factor in Rockland business affairs, other sentences, the above was im
was briefly noted in the Thursday pressed upon my mind. Last Sat
urday forenoon a little dog, trotting
issue of this paper. He had been peacefully along Broadway, was
downtown Wednesday afternoon, picked up by a car containing three
chatting with old friers, and with women. The bumper was broken and
nothing in his appearance or mariner fell to the ground necessitating a
stop. Witnesses say that the dog
to indicate that the end was close was hit, tumbled under the car and
at hand. He rode home in an auto then sped for home severely cut and
mobile, and soon after he had retired bruised.
Did those women call at any of the
to his room the sound of a fall was
heard. Death had come almost in houses, try to locate the dog's owner
and make amends? They did not,
stantly.
The funeral services were held simply mended the bumper and sped
afternoon from the resi along. Now why should our Broad
dence of his sister-in-law, Mrs. F. R. way. Just because it happens to be in
Spear. Beech street. Rev. George H. good condition, be used as a speed
Welch of the Universalist Church way? It is within the city limits and
officiating. The bearers were L. E. there are dozens of children whose
Blackington. Albert T. Blackington, homes are on it, some of the most
A. C. McIntosh, Harold L. Karl. Al brilliant and attractive little children
bert M. Hastings and S. Nllo Spear. in the city, whose parents are good
The interment was ln Achorn ceme citizens and taxpayers. Why should
thc mothers of these little children
tery.
The deceased was born in this city live in fear and trembling from these
79 years ago the coming May. a son speeding cars.
of the late Capt. Alfred K. Spear. He Some of these cars are driven at
attended the well known Little Blue such terrific speed that they are a
School in Farmington and upon h’s mere flash and swishing sound—you
return home became engaged in the can get Just a glance at them as
coal business with his father. Later they pass.
the coal business was taken over by I venture to say that not a half
Charles T. Spear's brother, the late dozen cars in a day are really rushed
Fred R. Spear, and Charles engaged for time, they simply strike Broad
In the grain business, first in the old way and say, “Now I’ll step on it!"
Only last week an elderly woman
Spear block on the western side oi
Main street, and later in the new was crossing Broadway at Gay street.
block on thc eastern side. Mr. There being a stop sign at Gay, a
Spear was in the grain business ap driver coming north on Broadway
knew there was no danger from autos
proximately 26 years.
Upon his retirement he was for but was traveling at such speed that
one season proprietor of the Pacific he was nearly upon the woman be
House, a hotel at Nantasket Beach, fore he noticed her. By nearly ditch
and the following fall he went to ing his car the accident was avoided.
Minnesota where he was engaged in Any summer night from Ato 10 p. m.
the sale of nursery stock when word a traffic cop would be a busy man on
Now I say, "Is It Right?”
reached him that his mill building on Broadway.
This dog which was injured hap
Spear wharf, this city, had been de pened
to be a very valuable hunting
stroyed by fire. This was on a
dog owned by E. C. Davis, and is one
Fourth of July, about 25 years ago. [I of
the kindest, most gentle dogs im
Thereafter Mr. Spear was engaged
Fortunately she seems not
for a number of years in market aginable.
gardening at his Branch Brook farm injured internally but is severely
and on the premises adjoining his cut and bruised and may never be fit
Middle street residence. At the lattpr I for duty again, and all because of a
place he was an extensive grower of driver who did not have her car
M. E. D.
sweet peas, which he sold In large under control.
quantities at the Samoset Hotel and
other places. His last active work The feature picture "All Quiet on
was as proprietor of a small restau the Western Front,” which was
shown at Strand Theatre some weeks
rant on Park street.
He had been a victim of physical ago has been barred in Germany on
ailments many years, but a genial the ground that it "injured Ger
disposition was uppermost, and com many's international standing.”
panions knew of his fondness for
joking. He possessed a wide fund YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of local information, and was regard
ed as an authority in the settlement If I had to live my life again I would
of many arguments as to Rockland have
made a rule to read some poetry
affairs.
and listen to uome music at least once
a
week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
Mr. Spear was married at the age
of 21 to Annie B. Blackington, who loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
died in 1915. He is survived by one
IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT
daughter, Miss Hazel Spear of Rock
CLEAR
land; one son Carus T. Spear, a bond It came upon the midnight clear.
broker, of Bangor; and two sisters, That glorious song of old.
angels bending near the earth
Mrs. Alice Fenner of Pasadena, From
To touch their harps of gold:
Calif., and Mrs. Annie Keizer of Los Peace to thc earth, good-will to men.
From heaven’s all gracious King.
Angeles.

tive In Local Affairs

In place of a speaker next Wed
nesday night the Baptist Men's
I
League will listen to some very nice
I
GOLDEN RULE SUNDAY
music, as presented by Mrs. Gladys
I
St. Clair Morgan, contralto; Miss
Gov. Gardiner Thursday urged '
Bertha Luce, violinist, and MisMargie St«hl. They will be assisted observance of Golden Rule Sunday,
(tomorrow).
by Mrs. Beulah Ames reader.

FOR SALE

Rockland Savings Bank

Issue

EXCHANGED INTERESTING VIEWS

final meetincs

tt***

TOMORROW

some Groceries or Vegetables.

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable ln,
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1174 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1682. The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday!

He said. “Golden Rule week, ob
servance of which began Dec. 7, in
behalf of the childhood of our coun
ty and other lands affords an op
portunity for us to share prosperity
with those who may be less fortu
nate. It is hoped that events and
objects of this period will not only be
carried out for the benefit of many
but that Golden Rule Sunday, Dec.
14 will be given the widest possi
ble observance.”
DO ANIMALS DREAM?

The world in solemn stillness lay
To hear thc angels sing.

Still through the cloven skies they come,
With peaceful wings unfurled:
And still their heavenly music floats
O’er all the weary world;
Above Its sad and lowly plains
They bend on hovering wing.
And ever o'er its Babel-sounds
The blessed angels sing.
Yet with the woes of sin and strife
The world has suffered long.
Beneath the angel-strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong;
And man at war with man hears not
The love-song that they bring:
Oh. hush the noise, ye men of strife.
And hear the angels sing.

O ye beneath life's crushing load.
Whose forms are bending low.
Who toll along the climbing way.
With painful steps and slow.
Look now! for glad and golden hours
Come swiftly on the wing:
Oh. rest beside the weary road.
And hear the angels sing.

There is good reason for suppos- por lo! the days are hastening on.
ing that dogs, horses, and other ani-1 By prophet bards foretold.
mals
dream. The question is closelv
I wComes
!5en wlth th„e eyer-drcling yean.
.. . . ...Hl.
v
round the age of gold:
linked With another, namely, whether When peace shall over all the earth
animals can think and reason. Both its ancient splendors ning.
questions are still the subject of conX^angeTdnT*
troversy among naturalists.
I
—Edmund Hamilton Sears.

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. Me., Dec. 13. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Dec. 11. 1930. there was printed a total of
6274 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every-O tber-Daj
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COMMUNITY

WILL

COOPERATE

American Legion To Present Benefit Shows Tomorrow At
Strand Theatre—Foodstuffs For Admission Fee

grandson, Oscar Hodgkins of
tTTm'm’tw'c'wtwww*1•g’WCWWWPWPewe’ee’CWMr 1 her
Portland. Her activities were not

Make Santa’s Smile
a "Permanent’

COLLECT YOUR
PENNY-A-POUND
TICKETS

' confined to the home. She was a
prominent member of P. Henry Till
son Post, woman's relief corps until
it ceased to function. She was a
member of Oen. Knox Chapter,
D.A.R., and of the chapter of Re
bekahs of Rockland. Mrs. Blunt is
survived by a sister, Mrs Amos Piske
of Rockland; a brother, Charles M.
Hayden, of Cherrydale, Va.; and a
grandson, Oscar Hodgkins of Port
land. Funeral services were held
Thursday with a large number pres
ent. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the Bap
tist Church officiated and burial was
1 in South Thomaston.
•

By Giving a
The history of organized civic groups throughout the United States has
Year's Subscription to
The Lord is good unto them that
wait for him, to the soul that seeketh been a varied and hectic one. But never, more than now, has the value of
They are good for the next two months on any Sun
him.—Lam. 3:25.
some central organization, some "Community Clearing House" been more
day (weather permitting) for rides in the Comfort
appreciated.
AT CHRISTMAS-TIME
No bank could do business without belonging to its banking clearing 12
able, Heatedhouses. No great business made up of many departments and branches could
S3.00 per year
We take a seasonal pleasure in j function properly without its centralized unit. And no commufiliy, which I
commending the reading of litera- fn reality is the biggest business of all, can function properly without a cenTuesday-Thursday-Saturday
A Christmas program will be given
ture, both in prose and verse, that has tral clearing house, not only for municipal affairs, where our municipal gov- 5
by the Sunday School at the Federat
association with the Christmas time, ernment answers the point, but for community affairs where a civic and
Church on Sunday evening, com
Si «S.3.3.iO.£ja.K^2.2.ai2ASi3sSifcS.J.f.2.3ASiMikMaai>iSl>lSi»2iIi2.3iS,Sa.3: ed
Distinguished writers in many periods ! commercial club, or call it what you will, is needed.
mencing at 7 o'clock. Recitations,
choruses, pantomime exercises, drills,
Our local history of civic groups has been as hectic as many towns have
have turned their pens to considera
and songs have been prepared and an
tion of tlie world's greatest anniver experienced. What of it? A concerted effort now is all we rleed. A little :
THE . CHRISTMAS MAILS
interesting program arranged. Sun
sary and much of this matter remains team work. Some cities differ within themselves until a closely knit organi
day School will meet as usual at 9.45
a. m. Morning service is at 11
imperishable. It is a storehouse to zation seems almost impossible. Some smaller towns feel that in their small
o’clock, subject, “The Meaning of
which one may always return for size they are handicapped in perfecting and maintaining such an organiza
Be sure that you use the proper amount of postage.
Christmas.”
renewal of that condition of heart tion. Some bigger towns feel that in their great size they are handicapped in
Address all matter plainly and completely in ink, giving street ad
Opening games of basketball at
perfecting
and
maintaining
such
an
organization,
and
just
let
the
community
and mind, inseparable from a full
Andrews gym Friday night resulted
dress or rural route number whenever possible. Place sender's name
in victories to the High School.
enjoyment of the day now about to bond play a handicap in receiving value from such an organization.
and address in upper left hand corner of address side.
A PLAHt fOK LllkY PLkPOSt
Boys vs. Alumni, 27 to 20. Girls vs.
But it is admitted in every town that every town needs some sort of an
receive another universal recognition.
Addresses should be placed on one side only.
Alumni,
27
to
7.
|
The thing here alluded to may be organization to govern and co-ordinate the cogwheels in the machinery of
Do not use tags for addresses unless necessary. If used, a copy of
Tickets given by the following merchants:
EAST UNION
the address and return card should be placed inside the parcel for
encountered to its full measure in community welfare.
An
opportunity
for
community
cooperation
is
offered
by
Winslow|
At
the
last
regular
meeting
of
I
identification.
J
the writings of Washington Irving
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Station, North Main Street
Pioneer Grange these officers were
and Charles Dickens but they by no i Holbrook Post- A L - Sunday when they are presenting two shows at Strand
Pack articles in strong durable containers. Wrap parcels
Sea View Garage Filling
elected: Master, J. W. Kearly; over
Perry’s Market
means exhaust a subject with which Theatre for lhe
of the city's P°°r- N° admission fee will be charged.1
securely but do not seal them except when bearing the printed label
Veazie Hardware Co.
seer, Robert Kearly; lecturer, Amelia
Central Maine Power Co.
Stonington Furniture Co.
other eminent writers have dealt but every person entering the theatre will be expected to leave some donaDornan; steward, Fred Spear; assist
or endorsement "Contains merchandise. Postmaster: This parcel may
Senter Crane Company
G, W. Palmer & Son
ant steward, John Dornan; chaplain,
be opened (hr postal inspection if necessary,”
happily. The list is a long one, but [ tion of vegetables or groceries. These will be distributed to the needy folk
Vesper A. Leach
I. Leslie Cross
Martha Young; treasurer, George
Do not enclose letters in parcels, as doing so would subject the
J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
from Irving’s “Bracebridge Hall” and !
United Motor Fuel
Davis;
secretary,
J.
L.
Dornan;
gate

7.30.
Berman's
entire parcel to letter rates.
Nye’s Garage
keeper, Clarence Davis; Ceres, Alice
"Old Christmas,” and in the stories
Clarence Dorman
Chisholm Brothers •
Davis;
Pomona,
Helen
LaBlanc:
;
ClirLstmas
seals
and
stickers
should
not
be
placed
on
the
address
written by Dickens for recurrent
R.
E.
Nutt
Shoe
Store
Willow Street Market
-* day Christmas tree.
Flora. Ida Watts; lady assistant
Comment
side.
seasons, notably "A Christmas Carol,”
Samuel Rubenstein
Knight Brothers
steward, Maud Payson; executive;
gathered from the pupils seemed to
It
is
suggested
that
in
no
case
should
cards
and
envelopes
be
W.
H.
Glover
&
Co.
Trainer’s Bake Shop
the reader comes away in that glow
committee, George Payson
indicate that the following were
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Co.
smaller than 2 4 "x4"; a size somewhat larger being preferable.
Corner Drug Store
especially good. Marion Rackliff's
of spirit which it were well foj all
Crie Hardware Co.
Rockland Pharmacy
Bear in mind when preparing your Christmas packages and cards
“thank you” speech. Irene Bilado’s
of us to seek after, and would do no
Honse-Sherman, Inc.
Newbert’s Restaurant
presentation of paper dolls to Lawfor mailAg that over 20,030,000 pieces of mail were sent to the Dead
harm to us to see perpetuated
Curtiss-Wright
Park Street Cafe & Sea Grill
Crosbv Ludwick is thoroughly en- I Fen,ce ^ane to play with because he
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of
insufficient
addresses,
faulty
pack
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Square
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ling
Eastern Furniture Co.
throughout the year.
joying his week as secretary to the had already med every other form
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ing, etc.
Orange and Black
principal
of sporC and Gladys Overlock preSea View Garage Filling
Sea View Garage, Inc.
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senting
Alden
Johnson
with
“
every
In common with most progressive
Station, Camden
McLain Shoe Store
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.
thing in general" contained in a
Bay View Garage, Camden
Burpee & Lamb
communities this city now finds itself v.
is to be congratulated upon having
^i?nl0-r Hlg.h Scho°' teacbers sman re(j stocking. But there was
THOMASTON
such able helpers.
sold to the latest amusement fad, had a Christmas tree in Miss Coch- j evidently something particularly
ran's room Wednesday.
t- ■
_ , „
. .
The Seth Parker entertainment at
j pleasing about Carol Gardner's
miniature golf—it has a number of
ThbnEplSCfIM ° o h 'k Titat the BaptUt Church Friday evening
speech. As one pupil put it, "We 'all th
designations—an agreeable and fasci
Work on the Sophomore grading liked it because it was so sincere. the hwne of Mrs. Ralph G. Cotton was somewbat different from those
generally presented. The actors were
nating form of sport, if one may project has been suspended as the She said it just as if she was all next Wednesday evening.
The Beta Alpha Club meets Mon- certainly well made up and acted
judge by the enthusiasm of those wet conditions have made it .im alone with the person she was say day
HAVE YOU
evening with Mrs. Ruby Hall at their parts well. The most of the
to take out any more ing it to." Perchance that descrip
who practice it. How many of us practicable
loam.
tion hits upon the real secret of suc her home, Knox and Elliot streets. hymns sung were in common use
♦ ♦ * ♦
can recall other varieties of amuse
THOUGHT ABOUT IT?
Mrs. Earl Woodcock and Mrs. fifty years ago. The sponsors of the
cessful public speaking.
Percy Studley spent Wednesday in entertainment hoped to have re
The juniors have nearly completed
ment that in remoter days laid an
ceived enough to pay up the balance
Presentation
and
acceptance Portland.
We mean about the EDUCATION OF YOUR BOY. He is
equal hand upon the town? There their rehabilitation of the library.
The Baptist ladies' circle meets due on the piano, but it is open to
The
room
will
probably
be
ready
speeches
were
also
features
of
Mrs.
perhaps four years old. In fourteen years he will be ready
was roller skating, with Farwell hall, for use at the opening of the new
Phillips’ senior class in oral compo Wednesday in the vestry. Members i them to try again,
for college and his course will cost about twenty-five hun
that chief arcana of ampsement, term.
• ♦ • •
sition. Theirs took the form of a are asked to be present early as j
•
•
•
♦
dred dollars. Are you wondering how you are going to meet
Mrs. Oscar Blunt
opened to the sport, in the enjoyment
regular Christmas tree with Hugh [ plenty of work is in hand. Supper
Let us set one of our beautiful
Arrangements have been made for Benner as Santa Claus who pre- 1 at 6 o'clock.
the call? Well, here's the way out. For less than thirtyMrs. Mary Eliza Blunt, who died at DESKS in your home as a Christ
of which society in all its grades went
an intercollegiate debate to take sented a dainty present “to teacher j Charles Decrow, who lived on the ' her home on West Main street Tues- mas Gift to alt-the family.—Beau
five cents per day the question is solved. Isn’t it worth
dippy. And there were places of place in the auditorium some ti.'.ie in
from the class.” There was a gift1 old Marsh road, where for long years 1 day afternoon, Dec. 9 at the advanced
that much? And isn't it easy? A deposit of $10.00 per
lesser distinction—rinks, they were March when teams from Bates and for each pupil from a donor selected he ha'd pursued a life of industry, I age of 90 years, was born in South tiful, Practical, Inexpensive!
month in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS
called—which accommodated skaters Tufts will argue the question of "The by lot. And it looked at one time as passed away Wednesday. The oldest | Thomaston, a daughter of William L. Spinet Desks,
Gov. Winthrop
SOCIATION, plus dividends of 5'-% per annum will amount
unable to find room upon the more Recognition of the Soviet Govern if the biology classes were going to man in town, he had in his pos- j and Abigail G ^Dow) Hayden. In Little Lady’s Desk, Flat Top Desks
ment of Russia.”
Children's Desks
celebrate, too, but it developed that session the Boston Post cane. He 1862 she married Oscar Blunt and
in fourteen years to $3,516.80. What investment of such
fashionably crowded surfaces. It
the handsome red lobsters on the is listed in the Three-Quarter Cen I they settled in Brownville. Me. where
• • ♦ ♦
little cost will bring so much benefit and satisfaction? Now,
was a noisy business, the grinding
CASH OR EASY ERMS
Tlje lateswnews of the skating tables in Room 23 were for labora tury Club as having been bom Sept. I they resided for 25 years. Fortyat the commencement of the new year, is the best time to»
and grating of the rollers producing rink is: The lights are in. The chim tory purposes only and by the time 4. 1840. He died at the home of his three years ago Mr. Blunt was ap
make the start. Come in at once and lay the foundation
a delightful pandemonium. Then ney is up in the little house. The those sophomores had finished their son Alton W. Decrow in Rockland pointed an officer in the State
stove* has been purchased. The third day with them even an alley where the funeral will be held Sun- : prison and the family transferred
for his educational fund.
came the bicycle, to which also the hockey boards will be put up this
, their residence to Thomaston where
cat would have had doubts of their day afternoon at 2 o'clock,
public halls were opened, and you weekend. All we need now is a edibility.
. . ~ .
I Mrs. Frank Turner of South j Mr. Blunt died in 1927. Of this wed
lock three children were torn, one of
paid a small fee to the Professor, a couple of zero nights.
Telephone 980
Thomaston was a supper guest Wed whom
• * • •
died in childhood, the other 313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
The senior "Christmas social" fea nesday of Mrs. Lena Merry.
man of strength, who held you up on
The High School faculty recently
J
.
two in mature years. Since her hus146-S-tf
the play “Saturday Morning
the cumbersome machine until such gave a surprise party for Miss tured
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw spent a band s death Mrs. Blunt had lived in
In An Office,” presehted by the fol
day
this
week
in
Liberty.
the
home
under
the
watchful
care
oftime as you were able by yourself to Norton and Mrs. Jackson at the lowing members of the Commercial
Mrs. A. D. Davis attended the fu- _____________ _________________
navigate the slippery floor, round and home of Principal and Mrs. Blaisdell club: Bernice Smith, Phyllis Snow neral
services of Mrs. Rose Hupper
by
way
of
expressing
their
apprecia

man,
Mildred
Sprague,
Myron
round in a circle. Those days seem
tion of the numerous occasions Sprague, Kenneth Hooper and at Martinsville Thursday.
Ladies of Fales Circle. G.A.R.,
far off and primitive, but they had a when these two have provided good Gladys Alley. They were also piano
lot of fun in ’em.
times for the rest. Plots and plans solos by Miss Haskell, a teacher in elected officers at their meeting' in
resulted in a very satisfactory sur the McLain building and a mono Rockland, Dec. 10, at the home of
prise and a most enjoyable evening. logue, "Simon's Wife's Mother Lay Mrs. John Rogers. President, Mrs.
Writing to The Courier-Gazette
• • • •
Sick With a Fever,” by Ernest Black Elizabeth Barton, Rockland; senior
from 517 West 113th street, New
Mr. Bowde:- si n won the maga ington. A boys' chorus composed of vice president, Mrs. Lena D. Merry,
Thomaston; junior vice, Mrs. Ever
York, Mrs. S. M. Waugh says: “Oh, zine subscription contest with 283.33 Charles Bicknell, Rodney Murphy. ett. Rockland: chaplain. Mrs. Rogers,
: : : BREAKFAST : : :
per
cent;
Mis
Jackson's
was
sec

Israel
Snow,
Arthur
Flanagan,
Cereal, Griddle Cakes, Coffee, 25c.
Two Eggs, Toast, Coffee, 25c
in pity's name, please give a few ond with 64.28 per cent and Miss
Rockland; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
Walter Gay and Hugh Benner sang Jackson;
guard. Miss Taylor; secre
words of protest against the on-com Coughlin's third with 51.51 per cent. “Sweet Jennie Lee" and “When the
Till After Christmas, 50c Dinners
35c
tary, Mrs. Susie Lamb, all of Rock
• • » »
ing essay contest on fur, instigated by
Organ Played at Twilght." The en land;
treasurer, Mrs. Ellen Flye,
For either an indi
The
following
are
not
typographi

tertainment
was
followed
by
dancing
the Murphy Fur Co. of Lewiston and
Our 25c Dinner gives you Hash, Beans, Beef Stew or Chowder with
Thomaston.
errors. They are a part of the and games.
Coffee and Doughnuts
vidual or an entire
sponsored by the department of edu cal
The Lord’s Supper will be observed
grist that runs under Miss Cough
cation of Maine. What a horrible lin's red pencil. “You can raise the At the Junior High assembly Wed- ata
family these Gift
SANDWICHES—Chopped Ham, 5c; Ham or F.gg, 10c, 2 for 15c;
noenrabsence
thing foe. education to sponsor!” price if you own a milk root.” nesdav morning a Christmas pageant :
All 15c Sandwiches, two for 25c
Baskets
make
a
.That
’
s
even
better
than
Dudley
was
presented
with
the
following
°
f
J?®
.«
Several contributors have already
Perry's paper root. He didn't raise cast: Rose Flanagan, mistress of the |
themeeting in the Baptist vesparticularly graci
made use of these columns in depre anything but a laugh from that) house serenaded by Christmas carol | y
wtJrt
cation of the. thing here complained and this: "Government stared when singers. Carolers- Ruth Marston, or ‘f'
ous remembrance,
6 PARK STREET
of. There is little doubt that public the
ruled the
, Ve„, Ane,. Bernice «
ROCKLAND
trimmed with gay
147-149
sentiment is on the side of the fur
WhiXtouS SXrd? Senc™“
Tuesday's assembly, presided over
bows and brim full
bearing animal and against the cult by Helen de Rochemont was given
minrtrnir
Cl<irK, secretary. Xliss Frances Sfl&W,
John xx3il. Wanaeiing minstrels— treasurer.
,
n<;r-r.
Miss xTniiin
Nellie t?E. nviinrFales nllof luscious fruits
of the steel trap.
over to music by members of the Abraham Small, Howard Crockett brarian.
,
. _ ...
4-4-4-+-F
Miss
Marian
Creamer.
Rubinstein Club. Through a mis- and Wyvan Fernald. Second group
and choice delica
An
interesting
session
of
Grace
Judge Lindsey scores again on tlie understanding the period was cut of carolers—Vernet Morgan, Virginia i Chapter, O.E.S., was held Wednesday
cies.
to the regret of all present as S
Tn± v rib’ evening. One candidate. Mrs. Elston
front pages of the country and short
I
this prevented the enjoyment of en Th' pageant was mS by Mte Luce' was lnitiated- Supper was
doubtless this is much to his liking. cores which these generous artists „ pageant was arranged by miss erved by Mrs Holhe Harrington,
Please order early.
That was a solar plexus blow ad- usually give at an assembly. Mrs. Hagar and included a solo by Rose
»
M Raiph CarroU,
I
Everyone is scenting a panic,
ministered by Bishop Manning. We Emery B. Howard opened the pro Flanagan who looked very sweet in Mrs Dora Maxcy Mrs Mary Jories.
Everyone is singing the blues;
...
...
v gram with "Birthday by Hunting her old fashioned dress and long A program was also a feature with
To insure delivery
dare say the vigorous pulpit attack I ton Wnortmfln
Tb
j
’
s
was
fol
,
ow
«
I
Still, whenever you go to a picture show,
Woodman. This was followed curls; a song by Neil Little an ac
“I Still Get a Thrill" and
I
will draw increased attention to the by piano solos by Mrs. Charles cordion solo by Harrison Sanborn - ..duets,
You stand—till they’re through with the news.
on time baskets are carefully packed and shipped to
MoonUght On the Col0rado." Miss
+
The country is going to perdition.
Lindsey book on companionate mar Smalley, “Improvisation “and "To
f
Phyllis Belasco, violinist. Malcolm
any destination.
I
We'll have bread lines before snow—
Lily" by Edward McDowell; by the wandering minstrels dressed ! creiehton' niano 'a“fine combina
riage, but after all there is nothing a Water
*
Am the Wind" by Florence Gere in red and yellow. The whole school ^on; reading “Bringing Up ’
But try to buy seats to Cards-Athletfcs games,
+
to worry about. In all ages there and “I Know a Lovely Garden" by
Then see what you get forvyour "dough.”
*
A full line of Candies, Assorted Chocolates, famous
joined the carolers in singing "Deck Nathan ... and burlesque of a newsI
The Government's got to do something,
have been these men of twisted Guy D'Hardelot sung by Mrs. How
iv, Tt.was at this assemclipping, Mrs. Eliza Jones.
for quality, one to five pound boxes Christmas
Or we'll fall in our tracks and we ll lay,
intellects who sought the glare of ard. Mrs. E. F. Berry acted as ac bly that the prizes won in the recent, ‘Xrvices, Sunday at the Baptist
Yet the lady, by gosh, that does up your wash,
magazine contest were presen ed by . Church, 945 Sunday school; n>
publicity for their wild beliefs. The companist for Mrs. Howard.
wrapped.
Chocolate Novelties, Candied Fruits,
Brings it back in a new Plymouth Coupe.
Miss
Cochrane
to
William
Wincaj
worshiPi
topie
..
Life
S
•
•
•
•
sober world has their measure and
So I think all this talk of panic.
I
Ginger Figs, Dates, Nuts, Raisins.
paw, Jr., Vernet Morgan and Marga- alory; - 7 p. m., Three questions: Is
An
extra
assembly
was
held
ThursOf the country about to go "Blooey,"
takes but little stock in them. Let’s day at which Rev. Homer Grimes ret Dunton. Superintendent and There a God? What is He trving to
I
Between you and me and the old apple tree
not get het up over Lindsey.
again entertained the school. This Mrs- Toner, the members of the do? Are you in harmony with that
TRY OUR FRESHLY SALTED NUTS
Is a lot of plain old-fashioned "Hooey."
i
time with Scotch songs and jokes., semor class, and a few of the par-, purpose?
1
B
It should not be surprising that Among the latter one especially ents of junior high pupils were guests | Mrs. Evelyn Kalloch Riley who
CIGARS IN CHRISTMAS BOXES
+
the state assessors are in favor of seemed to please the pupils. The,at tllls.asf®mb. y-. Music was fur- teaches school in Cushing is home on
story of a class in English composi- nished by the Junior ^High^ orchestra vacation.
■
the^omen paying a poll tax. Why :
— ^mred ^to wme a J under the direction of Miss Hagar.
|
Henry B. Shaw and son Clarence
,.x.., themg to the Shakespearian manner
not? If they are to enjoy equality
are trying the smelt fishing at Maple
54 Park Street
Rockland
I
Juice cove. Small catches—“Just a
STRAND THEATRE
in other public spheres along with about “A Bowlegged Man.” The
•
mess” is their report.
—_
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOPPE
those of us sometimes satirically ! most popular of these began, "Be- {
i
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Merrifield who
here comes a man in parenthe- i jn Paramount's new production for
f
Trade the old bus in, put on a new front, Kwit-ur-belli-akin,
338
Main
Street
Rockland
alluded to as the lords of creation, hold
I
have
been
in
Massachusetts
and
New
ses.” The assignment of a theme [ Gary Cooper, a powerful and tembuy a new Plymouth or Dodge
I
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
they should take pride in participat on "The Antiquity of Microbes” pro- pestuous story of love and conflict Hampshire a few weeks have re- ,
B
*
*9*
ing in this one also We are confi- duced this masterpiece: "Adam had entitled “Morocco," an actress new turned home.
4<S><F4>4>4,4-4*4*4,4>4,4*4*4*4*4*4>4—>4*4*4<4'4*4-4,4-4-4*4*4-4*4-4>4*4*4-4>4-4>4-4-4-4-4-4>4*4,*S,4
The entertainment in Watts hall I
’em!”
to the motion picture public makes
dent they will.
• » • •
her initial appearance. Her name is Wednesday evening for the benefit of
the High School seniors, called out
Up to Thursday night the Christ- ! Wednesday night 50 boys and girls,
a Hie™™™ nf a large audience. Put on under the
MILE-A-M1NUTE MARTY
—-by—
mas Salvation Army kettles had net-i took part in the volley ball and of e
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
who directed management of Miss Adelyn Bush
ted only $33. which is a long way midget basketball contests in the “J5_
sel
vo
“
rnoerg
nell and Marshall Bradford, and hav
Morocco."
Miss
Dietrich
is
what
is
short of the $405.80 collected a year j gymnasium. This type of sporting commonly called a gorgeous blond. ing its cast largely from Miss Bush
SoTHATiS w HY So many
that's ONf
"^S
ago. There are still 11 days to go, ' event although new to our school, is She is sphinx-like, alluring; a bit, nell’s dramatic pupils assured a firstYOUNC
KCM
ARE
G-ETTINGhowever, and the Christmas shoppers in keeping with the trend of modern aloof and mysterious. . But perhaps class entertainment. Five short plays
reason, Polly,
have abundant opportunity to con- ideas on athletics toward participa- it will be more appropriate to let were presented. The opportunity to
But 1 also
tribute such coins as they feel they tion by more pupils in less strenuDietrich’s performance in witness real acting does not often
wanted a uot
can well spare. Last Christmas time 1 ous and complicated sports, and Miss
come to the Thomaston stage. Miss
the Salvation Army took care of 63 proved very popular with the fans. “Morocco” speak for itself.
of cAReFRee
Bushnell
and
Mr.
Bradford
have
a
“
Morocco
”
is
a
vivid,
detailed
story
families with dinners and 125 chil Belfast boys won in volley ball and
of a surging, unrestrained love that great drawing power and are very
naile'AG-e —
dren at the Christmas tree. The Rockland girls.
sweeps a ruthless adventurer and a pleasing entertainers. Music fur
kettle collections mean more than
ANO THEK5
beautiful woman of the world into a nished by the High School orchestra
RSCONOlTtoNeo CARS-lS-ERthat, however, for the surplus funds
used gars
under
the
leadership
of
Miss
Alcada
Miss
Pride's
public
speaking
classes
whirlpool
of
mad
desire.
ImaginaA-THAT
WHY
YOU
&OTONF
MARTY
if any, are used for relief work the
gave presentation and acceptance tively directed, with each set impart- Hall, director of music in the schools,
balance of the winter.
G-OT
speeches on Tuesday and Thursday ing authentic atmosphere for the was an appreciated part of the entainment.
The
members
of
the
or

of
this
week.
A
Christmas
tree
plot's
development,
“
Morocco
’
Because of the unusual length of
the feature picture "The Big Trail." adorned one corner of the room, emerges as an arresting picture that chestra are Miss Hazel Harrison, Miss
now showing at Park Theatre the The presentation speeches were pre- commands and deserves attention, Phyllis Belasco, Miss Eloise Dunn,
performance begins at 6 o’clock and pared but the acceptances were In it, Gary Cooper, Marlene Dietrich Lawrence Carroll, Russell Morgan,
the doors open at 5 30. It is a wonder- necessarily impromptu as no one knew Adolphe Menjou and a fine support- violins; Miss Evangeline Paquin,
ful spectacle with a good plot and 5 what he or she was to receive nor ing cast are seen in well drawn roles, saxophone; Ralph Davis, cello;
Cover up the speedometer on any of our reconditioned cars—and you’ll think you’re driving a new one!
some excellent comedians to enliven, from whom it was coming since the "Morocco” will be shown at the Thomas Sweeney, drums: Malcolm
A Dicture in fact, that nobody should names were assigned by lot. Mr. I Strand Theatre Monday and Tues- Creighton, piano. The money re
turns were very pleasing. The class
mjgS
’
I Blaisdell was a visitor at the Thurs- day.—adv.
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High School Notes

A DESK FOR

CHRISTMAS

Stonington Furniture
Co.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

WE DO NOT HAVE TO ADVERTISE

Christmas
Gift Baskets

But Some Keep Asking Our Prices,
So Here They Are!

Munro’s Restaurant

Kwit-ur-belli-akin

t
I

I
I

CARINI’S

♦

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

ve

/

Every-Other-Day

IE®

The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L. serves suppertonight from
5 to 7 at Legion Hall. Mrs. Ella
Hyland and Mrs. Margaret Kelley are
in charge.

A special motion picture for the
benefit of the Rockport High School
Athletic Association will be held at
8.15 Wednesday night ln Rockport
town hall.

Miss Mary Gay of Friendship, a
student of the Junior High School
Department of the House of Pine?
School* is a member of the cast of the
play to be presented soon by that
department.

Writes Mrs. Walter A. Greenlaw
of 136 Middle street: “One of the
first things I read when The Cou
rier-Gazette arrives is "Words From
a Wanderer.”

ihljrn be yr ylab, gooi prnplr
At tljta time nf tljr yrar
Anil liyljt yr up your (Sanblra Members of the Auxiliary cf A large new air compressor has
been installed in the Senter Crane
3Fur ^ia atar it ahi tte lb rlrar Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L. are to store for the pneumatic carrier sys

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 7-14—Golden Rule Week.
Dec. 12—Educational Club picnic with
Mrs. Minnie Miles. Ocean street.
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
opening meeting Woman’s Educational
Club.

ffieet Monday afternoon and evening
to assist the Legionnaires in packing
.Christmas boxes and baskets. Sup
per Tor all workers will be provided
by the auxiliary.
,

A meeting of the Past Grands and
Past Noble Grands Associations will
be held at Odd Fellows hall Wednes
day, picnic supper to be served on
arrival of guests from out of town.
An entertainment will follow the
I business meeting. .

L jhop<

Those up and coming Northend
merchants clubbed together yester
day and the colored street lights were
j extended to their places of busines'-.
Miss Lucy Rhodes entertains the By the tame token Park street is
Cardinal Club this afternoon at her i now similarly lighted through the
home on Cedar street.
thickest of the business zone.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clough left , Just before Christmas, eight years
yesterday for Natick, Mass, to spend ago The Little Flower Shop—Silsby’s
the winter with their daughter, Mrs. —first opened its doors and was
Fred Bronkie.
given a rousing welcome by the pub
Asa Winslow and Alfred Mank of ] lic. On Saturday, afternoon, Dec. 20
Nobleboro paid costs of court, amount it will celebrate its birthday by open
ing to $17.90 each, after pleading1 ing a new and larger shop at 371
guilty before Judge Butler to trapping Main street, Rockland. You are
cordially invited to inspect its new
muskrats.
, quarters and to become its regular

tem. The powerful machine will de
spatch a car from the most distant
station to the office in less than 12
seconds.

Rev. Homer Grimes who is con
ducting revival services at the First
Baptist Church, was yesterday’s
Rotary Club speaker and brought a
thoroughly enjoyable message of
practical every day life and side
lights leavened with a rich strain
I of humor. Visiting Rotarians were
i Harold Nash, Joseph Brewster, Dr. C.
H. Jameson, P. J. Good and Col. E. A.
Robbins of Camden, I. R. Cutler of
Old Town and Charles M. Linscott of
Thomaston. Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald of Rockland and Phineas H.
Gay of Newcastle were guests.

A CHANCE TO HELP
Rockland people have an ex
cellent opportunity to aid the
unfortunate tomorrow, thanks
to Winslow-Holbrook Post, JL. L.
which is sponsoring benefit en
tertainments in Strand Theatre
afternoon and evening. The ad
mission is by foodstuffs, and
the idea has proven so popular
that already the Post his a
goodly quantity on hand. The
theatre is furnishing an excel
lent picture program. Be sure
to attend one of the two per
formances.

IN

THE

BURPEE & LAMB

SERMONETTE

i

Don't Wait!

Let no one sit down to Christ
mas cheer this year without
a thought for others. The year
that is closing has brought worry,
suffering and poverty to hundreds
of thousands. Pray for the Presi
dent of the United States.
Fill up first of all the kettles of
the Salvation Army. Help some
one near you and if possible em
ploy someone who otherwise
would have no money on this
birthday of the Christ.
Many of your neighbors lost
heavily in the stock market, many
have had sleepless nights over
their business, and still others are
facing the cold of the coming
winter with no employment.
It is not seemly to suggest to
others what to do, rather let us
think in time to do something.
Read again Dickens’ Christmas
Carol and do not miss Stave five.
Stick your head out of the win
dow and ask someone what day
it is, only don’t wait until Christ
mas to do it. God bless you,
Scrooge, for waking up in time.
This year of trial has brought
despair to many citizens, and
some have been drawrf closer to
their God.
W. A. H.

A traveling man drove onto Tillson , patron.
The Salvation Army weekend
wharf at a furious rate the other day. '
meetings are: Saturday, 8 p. m.;
“Don’t let me miss that island boat!” j Robert Leadbetter, son of Mr. and
Sunday, 10 a. m., Sunday School and
he shouted. “You’ve got plenty of Mrs. George Leadbetter of Augusta,
Bible classes; 11, holiness meeting;
time," drawled a bystander, "it’s just a student at the Massachusetts In
6.30. Young People’s Legion and 8,
coming in.”
! stitute of Technology, has been
salvation meeting.
----1 elected a member of Tau Beta Pi, the
♦ • * ♦
•
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday , national honorary society in enAt the Congregational Church to
evening with supper at 6 under the gineering. Mr. Leadbetter, now a
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
chairmanship of Mrs. Susie Karl, senior, is taking a course in aeronaupreach on the subject “Shall We do
The evening session will be in the 1 tical engineering. He is secretary of
Backward or Forward.” The Pilgrim
form of a costume party and Christ- t the executive committee of his class,
Choir will sing. The Church School
mas Hee, and a jolly time is expected. > and was a member of the junior prom
will convene at the noon hour. The
committee last spring.
The Willing Workers met Wednes Comrades of the Way will meet fn
The grand jury,of the U. S. District
day afternoon in the Universalist the vestry at 6 o'clock.
Pupils and teachers of the Tyler vestry and with Mrs. Hervey H.
Court in Portland Thursday indicted
• • « •
John T. Berry of Rockland for sell- school Friday presented Mr. Flanders Allen yesterday afternoon to dress
At the First Church of Christ,
ing a pint of rum and two quarts of (the janitor, with a very nice and use- and recondition dolls to be distribut
whiskey. Liquor indictments were ful Christmas gift. During the day ed at Christmas time. The task has Scientist, corner of Cedar and Brews
also returned against Kenneth Brown he was called into the fourth grade" been a difficult one, and the commit ter streets, Sunday service comes at
of Camden and Mark Tripp of Owl’s i room and given a generous bag of tee finds a need for dolls in good con 11.45 with the subject of the lesson
Head.
k/
' candY and Popcorn. During the day dition, freshly or newly dressed. sermon “God the Preserver of Man;
X_____
| children also presented him with gifts Anyone having such dolls to con Sunday School is at 11.45 and the
James Welch, many years a restau- j for which he feels very grateful. Mr. tribute to make some little girl happy Wednesday evening testimony meet'
rant proprietor, and more recently J Flanders has, been faithful in his on Christmas morning is asked to ing at 7.30. A reading room is main'
the proprietor of a neighborhood duties at the building and teachers communicate with Mrs. Allen, Mrs. tained at 400 Main street and is open
store on Union street, died yesterday, and pupils appreciate his willingness Harold E. Jackson or Mrs. Arthur F. week days excepting holidays, from 2
The funeral services will be held at to do many little acts of kindness for Lamb. The help will be appreciated. until 5 p. m.
• • • •
2 o’clock Sunday afternoon at the them.
home of his stepson, James F. Carver,
Christ’s Message to the Church at
At the meeting of Blue Bonnet
Joe, the young son of the Rev. and Troop Girl Scouts last Monday aft Pergalos” will be the pastor's sub
Suffolk street.
| Mrs. Homer Grimes has been in ernoon these girls passed the second- ject at the morning service of thc
In Municipal Court yesterday Mike | Rockland but a short time but he is class test: Emma Harding, Julia Mol- Littlefield Memorial Church. The
Sutela was found guilty of illegal pos- ; fast establishing a broad acquaint- way, Arlene Havener, Mary Richards, c^oir will sing the anthem, "The
session of 35 gallons of blueberry j ance by his own charming person- Elizabeth Till and Betty McAlary. Lord Is My Harp." Sunday School
wine. He_was fined $100 and costs and | ality and already rivals his dis- The troop is planning to make comes at close of morning service and
sentencedto two months in jail, with I tinguished daddy in that he is a re- Christmas distributions as last year, B.Y.P.U. at 6.15. In the evening Mr.
six months additional if fine is not, markable conversationalist for one and all those having clothing, ..toys, Perry will speak upon the subject.
paid. He was placed on probation on of his years and shows great ability books or food to donate are asked to Good Man's Hell.” There will be
recommendation of the sheriff’s de- J to hold an audience anywhere at any communicate with Captain Nina special music. Tuesday evening
partment.
time. He has become a great fa- Beverage who will arrange to have prayer meeting is at 7.30.
vorite with the guests and family at same called for. The Troop meets
• • • •
A dance will be given in Temple The Copper Kettle where he ls stay Monday afternoon in the Universalist
At
St.
Peter
’s Church (Episco
hall next Wednesday night for the ing and Wednesday became a festive vestry at 4 o’clock, when full Christ pal) Rev. E. O. Kenyon,
rector, serv
Wneflt or the well known Orchestra | day for It was Joe’s secohd birthday, mas plans will be formed.
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
leader “Bill” Marston, who has had The occasion was celebrated, and a
ate for the third Sunday in Advent:
a long siege of illness and who will 'birthday cake was made for him,
•TACK”SHAW RETURNS
Holy communion at 7.30, church
be much pleased to have friends call most appropriate as to size and deco
upon him at his home on Union street, ration by Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts. That Well Known Automobile Man Will school at 9.30, choral eucharist and
An 8-piece orchestra will furnish! Joe readily knew what it was all
Head Chevrolet Sales Organiza sermon at 10.30; evensong and ser
mon* at St. John’s Church Thom
music for the dance.
'
’about was manifested by his efficient
tion For Sea View
aston at 7 o'clock. Friday, an Ember
---\ blow at the two candles.
holy communion at 7.30 and
The Rockland High School girls' ;
----An announcement of unusual in day,
basketball team which is assembling , The debate between Rockland High terest to automobilists and to Rock evensong at 7.30 p. m. Saturday
its forces for another season of j and Coney High School of Augusta, land citizens is made by Sea View evensong at 7.30 p. m.
• • • •
championship endeavor lost but two which took place at the High School Garage with the statement that
of last season’s players—M. Witham i auditorium here was won by Rock Clarence “Tack” Shaw will on Mon ' At the Universalist Church Sun
and A. Flanagan. Four of the regu- | land.. The best speaker was Walter day morning take over the responsi day morning the pastor will have as
lars will be found in the lineup this Norton of Augusta: the second best bilities as sales manager for their his topic: “Do We Take Ourselves
winter—P. Snowman, H. Matson, B. Alvary Gay of Rockland. The audi- organization.
Too Seriously” The quartet will
torium was well filled and a consider
Smith and J. Breen.
Mr. Shaw has had a varied and sing as an anthem. “Te Deum,"
able number of visitors was present successful career in the automobile Dudley Buck, and Mrs. Katherine
Lively enthusiasm is being shown [ Miss Olive Pride of Rockland faculty game, fie will be remembered as a Veazie, soprano, will sing "He
in the dancing classes conduct- ■ presided. Subject, “Resolved That local garage owner. Since then he Understands,” Briggs. Knickerbocker
ed by Miss Gretchen Fletcher of Bel- American Industries Should Adopt a has been in both wholesale and re Class will meet at noon as will the
fast. Children's classes are held in .5-Day Week.” Defended by Augusta tail selling. In Waterbury, Conn, he Sunday school, when stereopticon
Temple hall each Saturday afternoon, I —Roxanna Eastman and Walter Nor operated on a 600 new car a yettr views of Japan will be shown, and
and Tuesday evenings classes of older j ton. The alternate was Lillian contract for Chevrolet and lately he practice held of Christmas songs.
children and adults are held. aMiss | Stone. Negative Rockland was rep- has been with the Providence <R. I) Junior Y.P.C.U. meets at 4 p. m. and
Fletcher annourices that a dancing resented by Kenneth Orcutt and Al- Buick Co. “Tack" and his family are seniors at 6. Chapin Class will meet
exhibition will be given by her pupils vary Gay. The judges were Donald welcome back to Rockland.
Tuesday evening with Miss Edith
Feb g
j Prince, student manager of debating
MacAlman, 55 Broad street. Mrs.
at Bowdoin; Supt. Frank S. Rowe ot
Helen Wentworth, director of music
SWAN’S ISLAND
A sharp necessity for dolls for j Warren and Milford Payson of Camhi the Sunday school, has called re'-*
Christmas giving still exists and the den. Music was furnished by the
The Baptist ladies’ aid met with hearsals for the program to be pre
Willing Workers will welcome any . High School orchestra.
Mrs. Seth Stockbridge Wednesday sented on Dec. 23 for Tuesday and
contributions by merchants or citi- j
----Thursday afternoons at the vestry
zens They will dress the dolls' and 1 The annual Christmas fair of the afternoon.
Mrs. Rilla Joyce is spending the at 2.30.
Are sewing Mondav afternoon at Mrs. Ladies’ Guild of St. Peter's Episcopal
• • • •
H. C. Allen’s apartment, School Church held Wednesday proved a winter with Mr. and Mrs. Orin Milan
at
the
lighthouse.
“
The
Deeper
Things
of Life" will be
great
success,
with
a
good
attendance
street. A Willing Worker doll means
Mrs. Gerland Newman entertained the subject of Rev. Homer Grimes’
the difference between a sad or for both the sale and supper. Mrs. the
Methodist ladies’ aid at her home sermon at the First Baptist Church
happy Christmas to some youngster, Edna Browne as general chairman Friday
afternoon.
on Sunday morning. The quartet
so anyone who can give a doll should was assisted by these committees:
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Morse and wilj sing “Exalt Him All Ye People,"
notify Mrs. Allen or Mrs. Everett Fancy table, Mrs. Browne and Miss daughters
Irma and Velma visited in Hanscom and “Lead Kindly Light,”
Nettie Clark; aprons, Mrs. Frank F.
Munsey.
Briggs. The church school will meet
Harding, Mrs. R. E. Estes, Mrs. R. D. Rockland this week.
Lewis Butman is confined to at 12 o'clock. There will be a com
The circle supper at the Universa Saville and Mrs. Ainsworth; candy, theCapt.
house with a lame side.
munity service for everybody at 3
list Church Wednesday will be in Mrs. Sarah Thomas and Miss Gert
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Joyce went
charge of the men, the committee rude Phillips; cooked food, Mrs. T. to Rockland Monday where they win o'clock with special music by Mi.
Grimes assisted by the chorus. His
consisting of George L. St. Clair, J. Foley, Mrs. G. B. Davis, Mrs. W. M. remain during the winter.
subject will be ‘“Is Jesus Christ Com
chairman, Charles T. Smalley, George Little, Mrs. Mary Currier and Mrs.
ing To Earth Again In Person?" He
Stewart. O. B. Lovejoy, E. C. Payson, Walter Ladd: grabs. Miss Fern
HINTS ON PIE-MAKING
will also address the Endeavorers at
L. A. Walker, A. L . Briggs, E. F. Browne and Miss Olive Carnes; sup
6 o'clock on the topic, “Rep and Pur
Berry, Ralph Loring, Edward Gonia, per, Mrs. Annie Alden, Mrs. John Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
pose." The closing jubilee service
A. R. Marsh, Lester Sherman. C. E. Thomas, Mrs. O. B. Hyland and Mrs.
Many housekeepers when baking
Daniels. Nilo Spear, Almon B. Cooper, Alton Decrow. Fir trees and spruce apple or berry pies are troubled by will be at 7.15. This is Mr. Grimes’
H. P. Blodgett, J. A. Jameson, W. H. boughs formed effective decorations, having them “run out.” To obviate last service here and he will speak on
Spear, L. R. Campbell, Ralph L. the grabs being presented in a very this difficulty the following sugges the subject, “The Universal Lan
guage.” The happy prayer and
novel manner—tied to represent large
Smith and G. M. Simmons.
are here made which will be praise meeting comes on Tuesday
red apples hung on a Christmas tree. tions
found reliable and will cost nothing. evening at 7.15.
While the barge Beaufort was be
« * * •
When the crust is ready to roll out.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
ing towed out of Portsmouth Wed
instead
of
using
a
rolling-pin
run
the
The
sacrament
of the Lord's Sup
Society
of
the
Methodist
Church
was
nesday to begin her passage for
dough through the clothes-wringer.
Savannah, the tow-line broke and entertained at the home of Mrs. Ida This will insure a perfectly even sur per will be administered at the M.30
Capt. Nils Nelson becoming entangled Simmons. Rockland street Thursday face, which is a long step in the right serice at Pratt Memorial Metholist
in it injured one of his legs badly. afternoon with 14 members present. direction. Place the lower crust on Church when the regular communion
He was taken to the Adeison Gilbert The devotional period under the di the plate, add the filling, put the top offering for the relief of the dis
Hospital, in Gloucester. Mrs. Nelson rection of Mrs. Ella Lurvey had on, trim the edges smoothly, run it tressed will be received. Sunday
left Wednesday noon to be with him “Christmas” as its theme, based on around on the sewing machine and School will convene at noon. Ep
worth League will be led by the presi
Their son Arnold who was with his the story of the birth of Christ, from you will have no further troable.
dent, Louise Djolliver, in the discus
father, left for New York, but in- the Bible, read by Mrs. Lurvey. Mrs.
You
are
welcome.
Dunt
sion of the topic: “Working For a
tended to return immediately to 'Ruth Ellingwood presented a medita
Hope.
Better World.” This meeting for
tion on the Christ Child, and Mrs.
Gloucester.
young people is at 6 p. m. The spe
Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Frank Flint and
DIPD
cial feature of the evening service
The Spanish War Veterans have Mrs. Janet Dunton gave meditations YOUNG—At Rockland.
Dec. 11. Adelna at 7.15 will be an address on “The
elected these officers: Commander, on the subject of “Birthday.” Mrs.
L„ wife of Clarence L. Young, aged 53
years. 4 months. 14 days. Funeral Old Book Finding New Friends,"
I. Leslie Cross; senior vice com Esther Dolliver read the story
illustrated with stereopticon pictures.
Sunday at Matinicus.
mander, E. Howard Crockett; junior “Christmas Gratitude" which closed CONANT
—At Camden. Dec. 12, Marga The worship service Will also be con
vice commander. Harry A. Mather; gracefully with "Silent Night” sung
ret Hall Conant, aged 74 years. 1 ducted through the use of the screen.
chaplain, Milton Dick; quartermas by Mrs. Thelma Stanley. The lesson
month. 19 days. Funeral Monday at
2 p. m. from residence, 48 Mechanic Mrs. Harvey's young people’s orches
ter, Walter E. Weeks; adjutant, period was postponed due to illness
street. Camden.
tra will furnish the music. The
George T. Stewart; patriotic’ in among those who were to take part.
—At Washington,
Dec.
12, chorus choir will sing at both serv
structor, Herbert W. Thorndike; in A large amount of relief sewing was CRAMER
Georgia A.. wlTe of L. Henry Cramer, ices, using Woodward’s “Radiant
side guard, George Lurvey; outside accomplished, and several important
aged 48 years, 9 months, 16 days. Fu
Morn," at the morning service, and
neral private.
guard. James L. B. McManus; his business matters discussed. Mrs.
torian, Horace Vose. The new offi Edith Tweedie. president, who pre WELCH—At Rockland. Dec. 12. James Lerman’s "Stand Up and Bless the
Welch,
aged
73
years.
8
months.
23
Lord,” in the evening. Midweek
cers will be installed
BMU
the second sided over the meeting closed tlie
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock prayer and praise service will be held
session by giving a beautiful Christ
Wednesday in Jartuary.
from residence of J. F. Carver, Suffolk
on Tuesday evening at 7.15 when the
mas prayer written by one of the
street.
round table discussion of the Sermon
Used Cars: ’28 Buick St. 4d. sedan; foremost missionary leaders.
on the Mount will be Continued.
MARRIED
’26 Buick M. coach; ’30 Ford Stand.
CONWAY-FLINTON
—
At
Rockport,
Sept.
Tuesday night’s big dance at Cam
Cp. 300 miles; ’30 Dodge DA six 4d.
FOUND—Spectacles with black bows.
21, by Rev. P. C. Hughey. Theodore
sedan. Lewiston Buick Co., Park den Opera House will be featured by Conway of St. George and Miss Ruth Cor. Main and TUlson Ave. Call at
Street.
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149-151 a grand prize waltz.

149-lt

FUnton of Rockland.

COURIBR-OAZBTTE Office.

149-150

“’merry

CHRISTMAS

WITH THINGS TO WEAR
The whole world’s gone thrifty . . . with Christinas time' no exception. Gew-gaws and gadgets are no longer
popular- The best-liked gifts are those which are appropriate not only as an expression of Christmas good-will
. . . but appropriate for service twelve months of the year.
*
MEN PREFER GIFTS THAT COME FROM A MAN’S STORE
That is the reason why our store is
GIFT HEADQUARTERS for nine out of ten women shoppers in selecting their gifts for men relatives or
friends. A few suggestions selected at random are shown here—

BATH AND
LOUNGING
ROBES

SHIRTS
No man has too many Shirts; every man en
joys wearing a “Hathaway.” Our collection
of Shirts is probably the finest in the city.
Exclusive stripings or plain colors; selective
fabrics of percale, madras, broadcloth, silk
stripes and beautiful rayons.

HOSIERY

An article of apparel that
is sure to be welcome. Beautiful mixtures
and plain colors in tisle, rayon, wool and
rayon, silk and wool, and pure silk.

-—:——-------- -|---------------------------PAJAMAS Slip-ons with the elastic

belt are very popular. In fancy patterns, or
plain colors of Broadcloth, Rayons in rich
shades of Blue, Tan, Green and Peach.

BELTS AND BRACES The “pl°
neer” line ls the finest we have ever seen.
Belts with buckle attached and with separate
silver buckle. Braces of beautiful shades and
patterns, that would surely suit Dad, Brother
or Son.

UMBRELLAS

No gift is more useful
to man or woman. The fabrics used in our
umbrellas are both durable and good look
ing, and the handles lend them a tone of
beauty.

HATS AND CAPS We feature exclu
sively the Lamson & Hubbard newest styles
and shades. If you are not sure of the size,
give him an order on us for a Lamson &
Hubbard.

Beautiful patterns in Flannel Bath Robes;
Lounging Robes of Bottany Flannel or Rayon
Trimmed with Skinners Satin. Many with
Slippers to match A luxurious gift at a mod
erate cost.

“TEMPLE
TIES”

------------------------------------- -----------------

GLOVES The wldest assortment we

For many years we have been not
ed for our Beautiful Christmas
Neckwear. This year’s is the best
assortment of Smart Ties we have
ever presented. Plain weaves and
rich patterns, chosen with Christ
mas in view. The “PERSIANS
are especially attractive. A man
can’t have too many handsome
Ties.
EVERY TIE IN A CHRISTMAS
BOX

A

Luxurious Gift

That Any Man Will Appreciate
A SUIT
AN OVERCOAT
A TUXEDO
Tailored by Michaels-Stern
and Fashioned by Lord Rochester

have
ever shown. Sizes for all, and styles to suit
every taste. Pigskin, Buckskin, Mocha, and
the most attractive Fur Lined Gloves.

HANDKERCHIEFS p,ain white’ a|ways in good taste; others with coloredgjnrders and centres, singly or packed in gft
boxes in sets of two or three. Pure silk
pocket handkerchiefs, plain color or fancy.

SCARFS Just the r’kht

to match his
overcoat. Lots of new patterns in silk and
ivoolens. Persians, fancy mixtures and plain
colors. Made in squares or the long way
whichever he may prefer.

SWEATERS A

Christmas

gift

with

warmth in it. Everyone uses one. Made in
every conceivable style—Slip-on, V Neck,
Crew Neck, Button Front, with or without
the collar. For sport wear, Slip-ons with
Golf Hose to match.

LEATHER AND SPORT COATS
Our Leather Coats are all of genuine Horsehide with Mackinaw linings. Sport Coats of
fancy plaids, or the popular Polar Coat in
plain colors of Blur, Grey, Tan and Brown.

START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW
Next Door to
Trainer’s
Lunch

BURPEE & LAMB

Next Door to
Burpee
Furniture Co.

GIFT HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN’S WEAR

HUGHIE LINDSEY

Hughie, 7-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey, Jr., died at his
home, 15 Laurel street, after an ill
ness of several months. Everything
possible was done to relieve his suf
ferings and a few weeks ago he was
thought to be improving. Thanksgiv
ing Day he appeared to be so much
better that he was taken to the dining
room where he enjoyed dinner with
the family. A few days later he
seemed not as well and Sunday night
showed a decided change for the
worse. The end came peacefully at
11.30. He was a very patient little
sufferer, who too£ great interest in
everything that was going on in his
home. The love of his many friends
was shown by the great profusion of
flowers at the funeral Tuesday. Be
sides his parents there are three
sisters, Bernice, Mertie and Lois; and
two brothers, Dale and Curtis. ReV.
J. C. MacDonald preached the funeral
sermon. He was buried in the family
lot at Ash Point.

Usu

i

ARE PRACTICAL

row occasionally grabs a piece and
makes his get-a-way. Some of our
bird friends, like the poor, arc al-$
ways with us.
The Saunterer,
N. C. C. 2
The English poet William Cowper, Somerville, Mass.
once wrote a poem, “A Winter Rev
DOESN’T MINCE WORDS
erie," from which I quote:

SAUNTERINGS

Tls morning; and the sun, with ruddy
orb
AscepOlng, fires the horizon.

tion by the members of the cruelties
mflicted by the "Goldie’s” on their
sheep and have shed a few maudlin
tears over them! This, while the
sheep were confined by a fence, and
on their own ground! I am going
to ask the poultry raisers, stock own
ers and Grangers to watch this
"Campalg nof Education" as it pro
Jesse A. Tolman Forcibly Expresses ceeds and match the activities of the
His Opinion As To thc Goldie out-of-state promoters of “Goldie"
propaganda column for column.
“Propaganda"
Maybe we will "make the world safe
Editoi*of The Courier-Gazette:—
for” trespassing curs! It may develop
I noted in your issue of Dec. 6 an that the sheep, rabbits and poultry
article by A. P. Terhune a high pres were where they had a right to be!
sure space-writer, salaried it appears We wonder how the rabbit got by
by the Connecticut Humane Society, two traps, and "Goldie" did not. An
in which he exploits the case of a animal with a beautiful silky coat
prowling, self-hunting female dog, wouldn't steal the bait off people’s
owned by a man in Connecticut, who, traps, would she?
it appears, had not the decency either God made the rabbits, the poul
to feed the animal sufficiently, or to try, the squirrels and thc sheep.
confine her on his own premises, and Why allow the “Goldie's" to torture
thus to prevent her trespassing on them. If it was Goldie’s practice to
other people’s.
disembowel the mother rabbits,
The case could not occur in Maine, heavy with young, in the spring
as there is a penalty for setting traps breeding season, it was a good thing
not marked and a penalty for not she could not “make use of her
visiting set traps once in every 24 speed and dexterity in 'other ways’.”
hours. Then, too, Maine trappers I opine that any woman may well
are not rich enough to set traps wear a mink or a fox scarf as a badge
and then abandon them.
of honor in celebration of the de
I love cats, dogs, rabbits and all struction of a mean, sneaking, cruel
wild creatures and never destroy murderer of hundreds of gentle, de
them unless it is necessary to limit fenceless creatures mostly harmless,
their numbers and then as merci sometimes beneficial, yet torn limb
fully as possible.
from limb while still alive and their
Terhune and those who endorse helpless young left, to die by inches,
him ought to have been at the meet after prolonged suffering.
ing of the Pomona Grange at North
Jesse A. Tolman.
Haven and have heard the descrip- \ Rockland, Me., Dec. 9.

Indian Summer left us suddenly.
For two mornings the thermometer
hps„ stodd at about 16, with a brisk
nor7wester blowing. This morning
when I looked at the thermometer
on the back porch the “ruddy orb"
was striking the windows of the
houses on Arlington Heights, and
it was a beautiful sight. So when I
got the fires going good, and the
beans in the oven, as per order from
my boss, I started to saunter.
Bro. Cowper was a fellow saunt
erer, but he was viewing an English
pastoral scene, and I did not see
“The cattle mourn in corners where
the fence screens them,” for I did
not see any cattle. There are a lot
of odd jobs that folks do in the coun
try that t never did, and one of them
is going out of a winter morning
'tending cattle. Sitting here where
it is nice and warm I can think of
a lot of things I’d rather do on a
winter morning. One of them is to
dress warmly, and go out and
saunter. I have never yet seen a
winter morning in New England that
I couldn’t keep warm in by walk
ing. I have seen the bulb show 40
below zero ln Aroostook County, and
I got out to business, but I didn’t try if’S’C’C't’WPe’t’M’W’WPM’CMWPCie’S’jPSM
to go riding, although tfce people do
so up there, or did 45 years ago.
THE LEATHER GOODS STORE
• » • •

Another odd job I never did—
“Forth goes the'woodman, leaving un
concerned
The cheerful haunts of man. to wield
the axe.”

Few Christmas Gifts can be more
practical than a Desk. ..Useful,
Eminently an addition to the ap
pearance of the homfe—long lived
and Inexpensive.
We have a large stock for your
consideration |
Spinet Desks,

Gov. Winthrop

Littlq Lady's Desk. Flat Top Desk
Children’s Desks

in Oak, Maple, Walnut and
Mahogany

Pay Aa You Enjoy It!

Stonington Furniture
Co.
Telephone 980
313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

That ls also fine healthy work.
You will remember how Thoreau
used to go into the woods at Con
cord and talk with the Canadian
wood-chopper, who could neither
read nor write but had Ideas how the
work of the world should be carried
on. One day Thoreau said to him,
“Don’t you ever get tired chop
ping?” “Gorrapplt! I was never
tired in my life," was the reply.
And even Thoreau marveled at the
man whd was never tired in his life.
Those were the days before the
advent of "Night Clubs.” I have
even when a boy been tired sawing
wood at home, Here is something
that will appeal to my fellow Nature
Cranks.
“How find the myriads, that ln summer
cheer
The hills and valleys with their ceaseless

Due sustenance, or where subsist they
now?
Earth yield*, them naught, the Impris
oned worm ls safe
Beneath the frozen clod: all seeds of
herbs
Lie coverod close:"

Our bird friends have a hard time
every winter and are glad of the
crumbs we put out every day. The
pigeons are cur regular guests, and
how soon they get the habit of com
ing around at meal tiyie. A spar

ge
Our stock of Leather Goods has arrived for the
Holiday season, all new and up to date merchan
dise, such as—
Traveling Bags, Suit Cases, Hat Boxes, Trunks,
Pocket Books and Cases
in fact everything made of leather
You Will Find Our Prices Are Reasonable

SIMPSON & STAPLES
369 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
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SOUTH HOPE

WITH THE BOWLERS

SOUTH CHINA

i

ORFF S CORNER

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

TOOLS FOR WINTER WORK

Portv Club No. 3 rode roughshod
Friends of Mrs. F. I. Geyer are i Rjger and Malcolm Libby of Lin- ; Mr .and Mrs. W. A. Jackson at- I To aU
interested ln either of
over the Rockland Body Shop at pleased to know she is making good colnville were recent guests of their tended the sessions of State Grange the estates hereinafter named:
Carr’s Thursday night winning by [ recovery from her recent auto ac- cousins, the Esancys.
. in Lewiston last week.
I At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
and for the County of Knox, on the
86 pins. McLoon’s total was one of' cident.,
Congratulations are being extendMr. and Mrs. E K. Wall and son in
18th day of November ln the year of our
the season's largest, his three strings
Ralph Esancy and sisters Misses ed tb Lawrence
Wright, formerly 1 Martin and Crosby Thompson of Lord one thousand nine hundred and |
3330
and by adjournment from day to j
being 119. 115 and 102. Davis was Gertrude and Doris Esancy of South of Hope and Camden High School , south Bristol were calling on friends thirty
dav front the 18th day of said November
also going fast with 115, 90 and 107., China recently visited their uncle, upon his marriage to Miss Edith G. : in town Sunday.
| the following matters having been pre- ’
We have them, everything you need—and the
A. L. Esancy.
,
, Liooy OI Winslow.
,
I Mr and Mrs Bvron Ludwie of ‘ sented for the action thereupon herein-1
The summary:
Mr. and Mrs W B. FiSh and Mrs
Oert™de and Ralph Esancy spent
rek
here
aft« indic.ud it utterly Ordered:
;
Forty Club No. 3—Reed. 275; Mc
price is right. Kendall & Whitney have been serv
“Mighty Monarchs of the
j
"S^estVSt ~y caus’lnl a copy
Loon. 336; Lamb. 244: Daris, 312; S. A. Fish have rented a furnished Thanksgiving at home with Mr and : urday
ing the ice and lumber business for a great many
apartment on Summer street. Rock- Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald of Lakeside as
D . .
of this order to be published three weeks
Graham. 268; total, 1435.
Air”
I Mr_
,,
"aroId Ralph and I successively in The Courier-Gazptte, a
Rockland Body Shop — Harjula. land and are there for the winter, supper guests.
years, with the kind of tools they need and the
V.
x»,.
I-Iarnnno
Rohhine
re
Mr
and
Mrs
Clarence
Fsnncv
and
S°
n
Ronald
who
have
been
spending
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
ln
w)fh Mr Ra,nh.s mrithpr sald county that they may appear at a
265; Newbert, 265; Thomas, 290: Mr and Mi - Clarence Robbins re- ..^“na^Mre^ Clarence Esancy _ana i #
kind of tools workmen like to use.
I Virginia Nelson with Mr. and Mrs. I a {ew weeks
Mr Ralphs mother Probate Court to be held at said RockJohnson. 260; Nelson, 269; total, main on Mr. Fish's farm.
I If you cannot
Th?
supper
at
the
Grange
hall
Southard
and
son
Buddy
and
Billy
are
now
occupying
Lieir new homc. laud. on the 16th day of December A. D.
conveniently
come
in,
write
for
our
catalog.
1349.
1930. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon,
last Thursday night was well patro- |Lee Nelson of Orono sqpnt Thanks- [ Calvin Bragg was at home Wed- and
be heard thereon If they see cause.
The voung women employes of the nized and a social evening also en- giving with Mrs. Eva McKee.
| nesday from Portland where he is a
Central Maine Power Co. have joyed.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Esancy en- | patient at the U. S. Marine Hospital
FARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEPS
ESTATE OF MILES SIDELINGER late
Orff's Corner farm bureau holds of Union, deceased. Petition for Per
caught the bowling spirit and comThis community wns saddened to tertained Nov 30 Mrs. Eleanor Pay‘Mighty Monarchs of the
Care of Burial Lot. filed by Frank
menclng next Tuesday night will learn of the sudden death last week 'on. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pavson and its annual meeting Dec. 19 at Com petual
H Ingraham Administrator.
start a schedule of weekly games, of Willis P Gould at his home in Robert Hardy of Lincolnville. Clar- munity House . All members are
Arctic”
ESTATE OF FRED T. STUDLEY late
The practice in which they have Camden. Mr. Gould was for several Pnce Esancy and family. Mr. and earnestly requested to be present as of Rockland deceased. Petition for Dis
PORTLAND
MAINE.
STS.,
tribution
filed
by
Claire
8.
Hodgkins
of
TC
DC
RAL
and
TCMPLL
“Constantly Cold”
thus far indulged gives promise of years a resident of this place where Mrs. Llovd Fitzgerald, Gertrude ar.d the communities of Knox-Lincoln
i
some very good scores and close he endeared himself to the people by Ralph Esancv and Carroll Hallowel’ County are entering the attendance Rockland. Admx.
ESTATE OP ALICE L. SEAVEY late of
rivalry.
his pleasing personality and sterling Edmund Dowe. Ralph Esancy and contest
this
,
, . year. An entertainment
.
,
Cushing, first and flnal account filed for
• • • • •
worth. Much sympathy is extended Farl Small delivered a truck load is planned for the morning, in charge ' allowance by James M Seavey. Admr.
E!
Wanted
It was a case of miscalled names to the bereaved widow and son Henry
Christmas trees tn Arlington, of Mrs. Laura Leonard, food projects estate of fred t. studley late 1
at the Star alleys Wednesday night, ! Gould.
Mass.. Mondav; Edmund also made leader. Dinner arrangements are [of Rockland, deceased, final account
WANTED—Small office safe, height 18
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
Advertisements ln this column not to | or 24 inches, combination lock. S. A.
for the Hustlers lost to the SouthA. Y. Boggs celebrated his 91st another trip Wednesday
in charge of Mrs. Lulu Jackson 1 *?'ded J allowance by Cialrc S. Hodgkins.
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
____
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
23 Amsbury St
Tel.
end Insurgents by 178 pins. Valley birthday Dec 6 in his usual manner. Mrs. H. Esancy. son Ra'tjh and clothing ,nrnieets
projects lenripr
leader. CPher
o-nei
estate OF EDWIN J. TIPPETT late cents 3 tlmea for 50 cents. Additional MACOMBER.
l*»»151 '
for Majestic Products)
set his bovs a fine example when he in the forenoon swinging an axe to daughters Gertrude. Doris. Eleanor, committee members are, Mrs. Mar- of Vinalhaven. deceased, flrst and final llnes 5 cents each for one time 10 cents 1158-W
averaged 103 on his five strings, but chop down a tree for firewood. In Evelyn and Charlene were Sunday jorie Ralph, home
management account filed for allowance by Theresa for three times. Six words make a line.
WANTED—Housework bv day or hour.
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Newbold.
Call at 16 OAY ST PLACE. City.
he w?s like the bov who stood on the afternoon he enjoyed an auto-1 guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Well-- \ ieader> and Mrs. Ada Elwell, secre- Tippett
I46SU
ESTATE OF THOMAS T. BARRETT
140* It
the burning deck "whence all but mobile ride to Rockland with friends man South Hope and calling on oth-1
in the afternoon work will be late
lale
ol
u
Lost and Found
of rTe5no
Fresno. valu
Calif.,.. deceased, ur8l
first ,„
and
WANTED—At once a position as prac
him had fled.” Anyhow why try to and entertained callers at different er relatives in BurKettvuie ana union . planned for the coming year and final account filed for allowance by z
LOST—Maltese and white shag cat; tical nurse or housekeeper. CALL 8944
defeat a team which was showing times during the day. Mr. Boggs enroute.
■
officers elected. Meeting opens at M Dwinal Admr
, a
has double fore paws. Reward offered, i
149-151
OF ADD!E N. FURBISH late MRS G K MAYO .22 Masonic St Tel.,
scores like those of T. Perry. Rack- was the recipient of fruit, confec-1 Mrs. Eva McKee spent Mondav j 10 30
piease be on time and invite ofESTATE
Lynfleld. Mass., deceased, first and ___
149-151
WANTED—A flBt-class salesman. Call
liff and French. The summary:
tionery and cards from, relatives and
uer daughter Mrs. Clarence |a frjenci
final account filed for. allowance by —LOST—Blue tick female hound. ln at PARK STREET SERVICE STATION
raragrajgjarajzjajarararazraznrar
Southend—Phillips, 466: Rackliff. i friends for all of which he is very Esalldy. Other recent guests there ,
Frederick E. Furbush of ’Lynfleld, Mass..
149-151
lp.
Cushing or Friendship.
Answers to
Exr.
528; Cargill, 459; T. Perry 535: grateful. That he mav celebrate deluded Mr. and Mrs Ted McKeil of •
NORTH HOPE
F. SMITH, RockLIVE AND DRESSED
WANTED—At once long haired An
ESTATE OF ANNIE H HART late of
tT'iqs ORRIN
m
many more birthdays in like manner China and the Southard family of
144-149 gora kittens 7 weeks to 4 months. Tel,
French. 521; total. 2509.
Hope. Petition for Administration, ask- lana__ « 1
_----------------------------------Orono.
293-W
YORK
’
S.
Ill
Pleasant
St
Rock

POULTRY WANTED
Hustlers — Valley. 515; Howard is the wish of his friends.
lng that Halver A Hart, or some other
LOST—$50 bill between High School
, Miss Helen Webber was at home j
Meeting of the Hilltop Club
148-150
suitable person be appointed Admr., Perry's Market. Strand Theatre and land.
463; Hawes, 435; Shields, 499; H
j from F.S.N.S. for the holiday vaca- I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
.W
E.
Hall
enter
Senter Cranes Reward A W. HUTCH
without bond.
FOR HOLIDAY TRADE
Thomas. 419; total, 2331.
WANTED-Sales manager for Knpx
147*149
GLENMERE
1 tion.
I tained the Hilltop Club Saturday
HARRIET A MORTON late of St. INSON. 475 Old County road
* * * »
County. One who has had experience
Good demand now for Fancy Ca
George,
deceased.
Petition
for
Probate
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
of
I Mr. and Mrs. Cony Webber attend- ’ evening. The u$ual bouteous supand who Is desirous of. getting into a
pons. Turkeys, Larxe Soft Chickens,
In thc cement plant series at the
of Will, asking that same may be proved pnvin-s book niiT-ibPr*d 11310 end the real money proposition on the ground
Heavy
Fowl, Ducks, Geese. Your
Mr., and Mrs A. W. Hooper were in ed State Grange.
1 per was served at 6 to 7, members and allowed and that Letters Testamen owner x>f said book asks for duplicate ln floor. Give telephone number. Address
Star alleys Tuesday night the Strippoultry sold direct to our retail job*
and guests filling three long tables tary be issued to Leland G. Morton of accordance with the provision of the M. S. C.. care The Courier-Gazette.
ping Crew showed the Quarrymen a-*Roc^can^ ^^n^SjdaJ’
bin$ trade enables us to get extreme
SECUPTTY trust co..
148-150
Mrs. Waller Bai ter who has been j
RAZORVILLE
Apples and fudge, with cigars for St. Georqe he being the executor named
prices.
thing or two about candlepin spending
in the Will without bond.
Rockland. Elmer C. Davis. Treas
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
several
weeks
in
Portland
I
A
hoIH
ot
w)n
TjOi
„
h
„.
c
the
men.
were
later
served.
Cards
WANTED — Immediately.
furnished
149-S-155
butchering. Rogers and Davis were with her sister Mrs Verona Miller
A
wood
held
at
WU1
Lexer's
™
a
‘
n
d"s^iar
chat^mlde
a ven-1
ESTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN lste of
apartment
of
3
or
4
rooms
with
bath.
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston, Mass.
the com. j music and social chat maae a yen Rockpor, deceased. first and final acthe respective high liners. The sum with hei sister Mrs. verona saiuer , Saturday gave evldence
Largest
Commission Receivers of New
Tel.
Rockland
1000.
147-149
has returned* home* She was ac-, mun
,n numbers and work | enjoyable evenmg and it was time count filed lor allowance by Jamee J.
England Live Poultry In Boston
mary:
WANTED—Boarders or roomers MRS
For Sale
companied
by
Mrs
Miller
and
child<me
as
a
,
arap
amQunt
of
wood
was
,
to
go
horn?
all
too
soon.
Sullivan. Admr.
'
138-Th-It „
Stripping Crew—Roes. 351; Rogers, dren who will visit her parents. Mr.
as a large amount of wood was
_
,
. .
E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
_________________
ESTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN late of
147-H9
cut. hauled and fitted and part of it Everyone was pleased by a sur Rockport,
425; Brown, 357; Rector. 352; Guptill. and
FOR SAI E—Fishermen, unbreakable
deceased.
Petition
for
Distri

Mrs Winslow Watt.
landed in the shed.
I Pnse vlsit from Edward Ludwig of bution filed by James J. Sullivan. Admr. green 2-qt. bottles. 10c; 1-qt.. 6c. plenty. WANTED—Housekeeper’s position by!
366: totll. 1851.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris were Ralph Hibbert got a nice fox re j Milton. Mass., who with his wife and
ESTATE OF WILLIAM RAYNES. late B#“st ann’ea vou ever tasted ^2 barrel. middle aged woman with boy 9. Ref
Cement Quarry — Fetteroli. 329; guests
One truck body for transporting horses erences for both. Write S. B.. care Cou- ,
of the.r daughter. Mrs. cently and reports "plenty more.
son Earl arrived at the home of his ' of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for Ll- or
Merrill. 315: Fisher. 325; Hunt. 389; NormanSunday
cattle, very cheap. Tel. 611-W Rock rier-Gazette Office.
147*149
cense
to Sell Real Estate filed by Elfriede
Simmons
in
Thomaston.
149*151
.. r h smith will entertain the I Mr- Carr
Rockland was calling'
8 weekend Yjsit and find- J. Haynes. Admx. asking that she may land. HARMON.
Davis. 420; total, 1778.
WANTED—Young girl to take care of
^e
r
■
E
;,
'
on
paint
customers
in
town
recently.
,
**
‘
jo
’
ise
dosed
they
«$me
on
be licensed to sell at private sale certain
FOR SALE—R I. Red pullets F A small child. MRS HARRY LEVY. 15
Late bowling results: Ford Motor
circle next Thursday after
estate belonging to said estate situ WINSLOW. Crescent Beach. Tel. 425-14. Park St.
Co. 1409. Street Railway 1341; Dark ladies'
It is pleasant to report a fine baby to the Hall farm, and amidst his real
ated in Owl’s Head and described in said
148-150
noon.
former
neighbors
and
old
school

WANTED—Trucking and jobbing df
Horses 1395. Wholesalers 1363.
Donald Watt of Portland was a re boy at Mr. and Mrs. Bert Thurston’s, mates spent a very happy evening petition.
FOR SALE—Mahogany cabinet Vic all kinds, loads to Portland at once R.
bom
Dec.
4
ESTATE
OF
WILLIAM
RAYNES.
late
trola
excellent
condition.
MRS
E. F. W JEWELL. Glencove Me
Tel. 256-4.
cent guest of his parents. Mr. and
I
must
not
forget
to
mention
a
new
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for Al GLOVER. 2 Claremont St. Tel. 525
.and Mrs. Ralph Hannan are .
t
147*152 ,
NORTH UNION
Mrs.
Winslow
Watt. nf Framinffh mi atMr
filed by Elfriede J. Raynes.
148-150
phartec
winennnw
fhpir home after several weeks meyiber Miss Joan Elaine Morse- lowance.
WANTED
—
Washing
and
Ironing
called
D. L. Carroll and lamily. Mr. and
Charles Wincapaw of Framingham.
Pharlps Thnrstnn's whpre and as we know that where She is Admx.
FOR SALE—A No. 8 kitchen range. for
_
_______delivered.
___
____
_______
and
MRS GERTRUDE
ESTATE OF ADA S. GARDNER late of used only short time, cost new $140 and COTTON.
Mrs. J. R. Danforth, Mrs. Maude Mass., is spending the holiday vaca-tLa durmg^ Xess and ' ^ere we will find Daddy Frank and
16
Kelly
lane.
Tel.
522-W
welcQme hpr Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin am going to sell It. Also a No. 12 Parlor
•“
Overlook. Miss Doris Overlock and tion with his father. Wesley Winca- ^ey were during the illness and Mother Ruth
144-155
istration asking that Mattle H Barter of Glenwood: a humdinger for beat: ele
/ircle. Mr. and Mrs. Bay- Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Miller and son PMr and Mrs Charles Davis daugh- ! Mr and Mrs" Howard are at *
or some other suitable per gant condition. Tel. 766-J.
WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring in
As reliable as the Victrola
FREEMAN
Richardson attended Knox Pomons
Mr. and Irs Charles Davis daugn „
rmmerX with Mrs Crampr imond Ludwig were supper guests, son be appointed Admx. without bond.
S. YOUNG. 163 Mam st_________ H8-150 that radio which you' can't get fixed
elsewhere, we have an expert radio re
ESTATE OF ADELIA M. SPEAR of
pressing business at the
Grange at East Union Saturday. The ter Kathleen and Miss Maude Me- Henry Cramers with Mrs. Cramer but owing
FOR SALE—New milch cows, also Ford pair man who can fix it at a reasonable
North Haven. Petition for License to
chief feature of the meeting was the Lellan motored Tuesday to Friend-Orange they hadIto leave early, Mr Sell
T E. CARROLL. Lake Ave. charge
HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. “Next
Real Estate filed by Elizabeth C. truck
148-150 door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
146-tf
election and installation of officers.
Spear. Guardian, asking that she may Rockland Tel. 452-Y.
Tlie
ladies'
circle
recently
received
,
^
p
e
famlly
qultc
8
scare
one
d8y
ard
Young
3
and
3
family
and
Mrs.
be licensed to sell at private sale cer
Mrs. F.osalyn Garland of Ellsworth,
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted and under
tain
real
estate
belonging
to
said
minor
$14 per cord, TEL. Thomaston
who was teacher of Stone school last known^°uk'“h ^1,^^
To Let
Vannah is to clear hit Young senior were also guesUiand situated in North Haven, and described cover.
122-2.
148-tf
vear, was the weekend guest of the
ROCKLAND, ME.
in said petition.
FOR
SALE
—
Christmas
trees
up
to
the
benefit
of
church
repairs.'
for
,
lumber
lot
on
the
"back
road
"
this
“
^
“
“
^touowhig
memoriafr&ies
TO LET—On Llmerock St.. 4-room
124-tf
Danforth family last week. Her
ESTATE OF HARRY P. BUCHANAN seven foot. 50c each. TEL. 48-W
tenement with flush closet, electric
which
thev
pvnrpsx
thnnk-s'
winter,
work
to
begin
very'
soon.
mont.
rne
following
menioriajFane.
many friends will be interested to We're alwav. ' ^ad when Spring time IHorace Moores
late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
147-149 lights and garage Apply at 196 LIMEfepart- Allowance,
visited
at
Ralph
w
j
erp
r
«
ad
_
11
^
memory
of
^our
dfel
filed
by
Mary
A.
Buchanan,
l-.now that she is attending Gorham
FOR SALE—Violin, made in Italy; ROCK ST., or Tel 875-M________ 149*151
, ed brother George A. Hall.
Admx.
comes and the sun shines bright and Hibbert's recently.
Normal School this year.
very old and fine tone. Price reasonable.
fair.
TO LET—Two room furnished apartESTATE
OF
BENJAMIN
K
WARE
late
»
♦
*
♦
of Esten
Wellman
are
L. PALADINO. Main St.
148*149
Cedric Noyes has had trouble with And the little birds begin to sing. and , Friends
.
,
, . .
.
. .
ment, modern conveniences, also rooms,
of Washington, deceased. Petition for
their music fills the air
sorry to hear of his ill turn at AuFOR SALE—A 23-ft. motor boat with by day or week. Apply 2 WILLOW ST. .
his throat and is being treated by Dr.
Allowance,
filed
by
Alice
M.
Ware
of
“In writing these few lines as a Washington. Petitioner.
149*151 '
Ford, motor, tender and cradle. $75.
Journey a'.or.g the path of life. 1 | gusta General Hospital where he
Pierpont of Washington and Dr. Sonie
e?f
ton eton
.
*
memorial to our departed brother it ESTATE OF HARRY FOLLANSBEE Write ’’T..’’ care The Courier-Gazette.
often
stop nnd
and ,,'c.
wonder
Plumer.
TO LET—Garage at 47 Pleasant St.
f47 149
Will our name be in that Sacred Book. was recently operated on for appen is not my wish to cast sadness on late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
dicitis.
BICKNELL. 82
Inquire of- LILLIAN
when the roll is called up yonder.
Ellery Townsend of Thomaston
asking that Charles C.
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds Llmerock St.
149*151
Miss Mary Chapman is at Bertram this gathering, but it is fitting that Administration,
visited friends in town Tuesday.
Wood of Camden, be appointed Admr. also some nice hound pups Now ls the
we
pause
for
a
space
in
memory
of
If you have been waiting for
without bond.
time to get yours. R W. JEWELL. Glen
Roger Norwood returned Thursday AT GORHAM NORM.AL Ludwig's for a few weeks.
LET—Sunny apartment, recently
prices to reach bottom—come now
cove Me. Tel 256-4
147*152 remodeled, modern, fine location. ln
ESTATE OF MINNIE A CLARK late of ___________________________________
Friends of W. C. Lessner now of one who gave much time and
from Lewiston where he attended the
thought to the success of these meet Rockland, deceased. Petition for Pro FOR SALE-Attractive hand made Thomaston Telephone EVELYN PfAS- for ourt ara already tharol
Grange
th& M&me
MlSS Mndelyn Hoopfr °f IteMan(l Camden. N. J., are pleased to know
bate of Will, asking that same may be
for Christmas gifts are on sale LEE. Rockland, number 189-W.
148-150
Tremendous Reductions on those
his family are all enjoying good ings of our Hilltop neighborly band. proved and allowed and that Letters artlcles
at MRS. RAYMOND L. WATTS’. 1871
LET—Six room house. 146 LjmeMr and Mrs. J. R. Danforth and
bae,on,e°f “lecopi,an° acc°mpan- health and remember old friends up He would not wish us to be‘sad for Testamentary be issued to Herbert C. Broadway._________________________ 148*150. rocx st Furnace, electric lights, flush greatest values ever offered. Como
him. so let us carry on with a smile Clark of Rockland, he being the execu
in—nose around and you will ate
their guest Mrs. Garland attended J,'s. at th® presentation of the in Maine.
FOR SALE—Screen grid radios with closet. No children
TEL 819-W.
tor named in the will to serve with
a lot. It will give you an idea
148-tf
Grange at Washington Saturday ^ristmas Can^
dynamic speakers, battery sets and
Forrest Chapman and Arthur For it is best (while we yet cherish bond.
of the unbelievable value offered
phonographs. Ideal gifts. C. M. COOK.
TO LET—Four room tenement, lights,
Leigher are hauling pulp wood for the memory of departed friends) to
night.
ESTATE OF CHARLES COLLAMORE 71 Tillson Ave.
.
147*152 gas. toilet, garage at 156 Union St.
here. We have a fine selection of
greet those who are still with us late
The coun tv health nurse. Miss fo^e the holiday recess
of Vinalhaven. first and filial ac
Elmer Jones.
FOR SALE—Or to let. Munro's cigar BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St. Tel.
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
A list of the 15 students of the
filed for allowance by Frank H.
I awrence , visited Stone school re
Edith Overlook is in Union at Al with a smiling face and cheerful out count.
692-J.
148*150
Ingraham of Rockland, Public Admin stand, one pool table, shoe shine stand,
Special Stovee, in fact everything
look on life"—
cently, weighed the children and ex school who received more A’s than vah Ames' for a while.
pop corn machine and cases. Apply
istrator.
TO LET—Furnished room at very rea
to make a home. We alto carry
147-149 sonable price. 7 LIMEROCK ST . Rock
amined them for defective teeth, B's as their final marks for the first
John L. Howaid of Union was Let us pause lor a moment for deepest ESTATE OF MILES SIDELINGER. DAN MUNRO. 6 Park St
regret
,
nine weeks was read by Principal visiting in this place Sunday and
a complete line of Store and
land
148-150
FOR
SALE
—
Lobster
pot
limbs,
two
for
late
of
Union,
deceased,
flrst
and
final
throat and skin trouble.
In memory of one we shall not soon forOffica Furniture.
account for allowance by Frank H. In a nickel. J. T. LEACH, Port Clyde. Me
TO LET- Modern 5 room house with
Mabel Roy. daughter of Mr. and Russell in the chapel exercises. with Edith Overlook called at J. F
get.
147*149 bath, furnished or unfurnished. Also
Ruth Miller of Searsmont and Pau- Esancy’s.
Who made all our parties merrier times graham. Admr.
Mrs. F. X Roy is ill.
ROCKLAND
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
FOR SALE—Or trade, sorrel mare, good 3 room furnished apartment with bath,
With brleht clever sayings and JFlttler
‘Ravmond Danforth and family *me Hilton of Wiscasset were among
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for w’orker and driver. Grocery wagon al centrally located. H. H. STOVER. Ill
rhymes.
FURNITURE CO.
Limeroek St Tel. 1201.
147-149
with Mrs. Rosalyn Garland visited the students named.
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
No
neighbor
or
friend
who
was
ever
in
most
new.
first-class
condition.
JAMES
SOUTH WARREN
Attest:
The last week before Christmas
SOUTAR, Wylie's Corner, St. George,
need
Formerly occupied by Roekland
the latter's father. Mr. Jackson Sun
- _ Me
, n
TO LET— Lower six room tenement.
CHARLES L VEAZIE Register.
But he gave what he had. were the gifts
146*150 Opposite Sea View Garage. J. H. MELvacation is busy always but the pro
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph SmRl
Produce Ce.
day at Clarry Hill.
143-S-149
food
or
deed.
VIN.
21
Gay
St.
144-tf
FOR
SALE
—
Geese,
live
or
dressed.
B
gram of Gorham Normal School stu Rockland were at Rose Marshall's He gave with a smile, and it came from
Telephone 427-R
S
GEYER.
South
Cushing
P.
O.
Tel.
TO
LET
-One
6-room
and
one
7-room
dents will be crowded with extra- Friday.
the heart.
41 Tillaon Ave.
Rockland
188-4.
,
14S-lt3 rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
WASHING i ON
promptly forgot It—of hls life
Notices or /Appointment
activities next week. Tha wellMrs. Margarpt Tiffany is visiting Then ‘twas
llOSTtf
FOR SALE—Applfs. Delicious. Spies. at 6 Knox 8t. All pleasantly located ln
a part.
The ladies’ guild will hold its known John Clair Minot will talk to her daughter Mrs. Rose Cutting.
good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
So his deeds will live on; may we too.
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro Tolman Sweets, also cabbage. J. F. moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
Christmas sale and supper the after- the students at a special meeting
Mrs. Doris Maxey with a few in
try to live
bate for the County of Knox, ln the CALDERWOOD. _Uiflorr___________ 146*151 OXTON CRIE. 12 Warren St. or Tel.
And
be
helpful
and
happy.
These
noon of Dec. 16. There will be an Monday night on the subject. “Cur- timate friends gave a surprise party
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
FOR SALE—24 foot sloop. Practically 577.
143-tf
all may give—
the following estates the persons were
entertainment in the evening foi- rent Literature." There is some- for her father and husband last Lovingthings
rebuilt sails, mast, rigging and ship
POULTRYMEN
sympathy, kindness, a quick appointed Administrators or Executors all
TO LET—Two furnished rooms foi
mate
stove all new. Just refastened and
lowing the supper which will be thing for every night.
Monday evening. Cards were en
ready smile—
light
housekeeping.
Lights,
gas.
Adults
and on the dates hereinafter named:
re-caulked. Address A. B. C., Courier.
ATTENTION!
It
will
help
to
cheer
others
o'er
life
’
s
served from 5 to 7. There will be
The center was a scene of gayety joyed followed by welsh rabbit.
144-tf only. E N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
CONVERSE E. JONES late of Wash Gazette.
weary mile.
,
Tel. 804-J
146-tf
We Want Your
special terms for families and it is Wednesday afternoon. The Y.W.C.A.
O. A. Copeland made a business And his sayings. “Eat hearty, give the ington. deceased. November 4th. 1930.
FOR SALE—Gae range with oven,
Harry L. Webber of Washington, was ap broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
hoped to have a large attendance jleid a Christmas bazaar. Gaily trip Monday to Augusta.
TO LET—Three room apartment on
place a good name."
LIVE
POULTRY
NELSON B COBB, Fullerhere remain in hls annals of pointed Admr. with bond.
Tel. 186-R 64 SUMMER ST.
13831 Orient St
The articles on sale are of various decorated booths were erected
Ellis Stahl of Brockton. Mass., is Will long
And Will Pay Highest Market
Cobb-Davls.
141-tf
fame.
FRANK C. PERRY late of Appleton,
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7>,i
kinds and priced attractively.
around the side of the hall and looking up old friends in this place So as we carry on. let us pause to regret deceased. November 18th. 1930, Myrtle
Price
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with
h. n. snd 2 h. p.. ln good shape; also
The Burkettville and Washing- dainty ladies in costume served reA family party met at Leslie The loss of this friend, whom we‘11 never Perry Cullinen of Dexter, Maine, was ap standard
Call or write and trucks will call.
computing scales. W. F. TIB private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST. Tel
pointed Admx. without bond.
forget.
A. •!. P
ton Farm Bureau met at Grange freshments of hot chocolate, dough- Copeland’s Thanksgiving Day, in
600 or 211-M
139-tf
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
COHEN BROS.
LENA A NEWBERT late of Cushing,
hall last Wednesday with a large nU(S and Cup cakes. Candy novel- cluding Mrs. Ida Smith. Miss Callie
146-tf
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
deceased. November 18th, 1930. Ernest H.
ern Improvements at 14 Shaw’ Ave. In
attendance of both men and women. ties. Christmas cards, stationery and Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hunt of
FOR
SALE
—
The
fine
Stromberg-CarlNewbert of Cushing, was appointed1
WARREN, ME.
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787
it being a joint meeting, County grabs were on sale.
Admr. without bond
North Cushing. Chester Hunt and
136-tf
Telephone Warren 2-3
Can be seen nnd heard at 53 Tillson Ave
Agent Wentworth, Home Demon
EVERETT
family of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs.
...........
J
E
J
SPEAR
late
of
North
SHAPIRO
BROg
.
Rockland.
146-tI
NOW CONVINCED
Reference: Any poultry raiser
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St.
Haven, deceased. November 18th. 1930, — _____ —— •----------------------------------------stration Agent Miss Lawrence and
Elizabeth C. Spear of North Haven, was
FOR SALE -FIfty houses of all descrlp- Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main ,
SOUTH WALDOBORO Oscar Copeland of this place. In the
Club Agent Miss Spearin were all
8t.
135-tf
evening the company repaired to the
appolnted
Admx.
without
bond.
'
tions
ln
Rockland.
A
large
list
of
sumTYR. HERBERT G. ST ANA.
present, and spoke interestingly of
GEORGE H HART late of Rockland. ^ute^Come Ini Ulk*ovCTDmy°Uste»
TO LE'x-n warm, sunny apartment of
home of Mrs. Ida Smith in Cushing
LAND, I’hc. C.. Ph. \b,
t’m different branches of work to bc Mrs. Serena Winchenbach is visit- and were delightfully entertained.
flve rooms and bath, private entrance.
deceased
w
’
m
you
wl,h
to
buy
ROBERT
U.
COLLINS
prominent
Professor
of
Ma

Inquire
of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89
Why tuffer torturw from Rhou*
carried on. Officers were elected, ing her daughter Mrs. Ebep Buker
kdS? wnho“nrtMaSS ‘ Was appolnted 375 Main St Tel. 77.
146-tf
An enjoyable meeting of Knox
Park St.. Rockland
134-tf
teria Medica. endorses Sargon.
matiom, Sciatica, Neuritia, Muaeuand plans made for meetings during in Richmond.
was held Saturday with
WILLIAM RAYNES late of Owl’s Head.
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
lar Lameness, Spraina and Brulaaa
1931
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of Pomona
Pioneer
Grange,
East
Union.
In
the
deceased. November 18th, 1930. Elfriede '
street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.
Miscellaneous
-----------:------ -. „ _
Portland are visiting at C. F. Jack- morning session the fifth degree was
wheti
J. Raynes of Owl’s Head, was appointed _________________________________________
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel
TENANT’S HARBOR
sons
Admx. with bond.
|
.~
42-W
146-tf
and after a bountiful din
t
.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
METHYL BALM
"The Must of the Increasing Herbert Winchenbach is now able conferred
GEORGE L. SPRAGUE late of Wash- j and repair your furniture at 216 LIMETO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
ner
the
election
of
officers
took
place
lngton.
deceased.
November
18th.
1930.
ROCK
ST.
Tel.
1010.
146-tf
and
garage.
North
Main
St
ROBERT
U
Christ" will be the morning' subject i to be about the house again,
will
bring almost inatant relief?
contrary to the usual feeling
Alice A. Hilt of Union, and John W.
——----------=—------- COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
at the Baptist Church. There will be
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller of East and,
Enright of Jefferson, Maine, were a
DR. JOHN A. LUNT, office at 7 Limethat
this
is
a
tedious
business,
proved
A
eeientifieelly
compounded ex
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
38
Mechanic
St
, P cia! music: the 6 o'clock C.E. serv- Waldoboro were at E. R. Burns’ to be a very happy occasion and
pointed Admrs. with bond.
‘ I E?ck St over Llmerock restaurant, every
.... v/x
ternal application that should be
Tuesday
10 .a. m. a..
to «6 p. m.. treatment MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
ice is in charge of the Fellowship Monday.
WALTER A. ROBERTSON late of and reading. TEL. 713-M.
Tel.
874-W
146-tf
149-S-tf
one went home well satisfied.
in every home. Sold only at
Thomaston, deceased. November 18th,
Commission, and the topic “Making Mr. and Mrs. Fioyd Wotton and every
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
Grange certainly shows the
1930. W. J. Robertson of Thomaston, was
Others Happy." Following the 7 Mrs. Hamlin Scofield were in Augusta Pioneer
All
modern
improvements.
Inquire
at
at
the
Rockland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
Johnston’s DrugStore
spirit of hospitality to all visitors.
146-tf
'*<*11 orders solicited. H C. RHODES 12 ELM ST.
o'clock song service the sermon sub- 1 Saturday.
MARY C. STANLEY late of Rockland, Tel.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
The
officers
elected
and
installed
by
519-J.
146-tf
i.-et -’ill be "May Prayer Become a
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Delano are Past Master O. A. Copeland are
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block, j
deceased. November 18th. 1930. Stanley
Sent Pest Paid on receipt ef priee
A. Snow, was appointed Admr. d. b. n. c.
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and Apply to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
Boomerang.”
home for the winter.
146-tf |
W.M. James Dornan; O., Raymond
t. a without bond.
cottages for sale and rent, attractive Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
78 eente
FRANK G. NORTON late of Camden.1 p7ices’,
J*® £0UBCS’ and
Ludwig; Leet.. Ellen Ludwig; Stew..
SStf
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
!•
deceased.
November
18th,
1930,
Glenn
L.
^°,
re
ots
’
ORRIN
DICKEY,
Belfast
Ray Danforth: Asst Stew.. Josiah
Norton, was appointed Exr. without I Malne____________
146-tf
STEAMBOAT CO.
Jameson: Chap., Addie Norwood;
bond.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buv
WINTER ARRANGEMENT •
!
Treas., Walter Ayer; Sec., Arthur
IEI
TILESTON B WYLLIE late of Thom- I copies Qf The Courier-Gazette, with the
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
| Clark; G K., Charles Simmons;
aston. deceased, November 18th, 1930, I home news, at the Old South News
TO YIEL9 T(
Agency.
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
A
M
.
8tonlngton
6.25.
North
Haven
7.25.:
Annie
J.
Wyllie
of
Thomaston,
was
ap

FOR COLD AND COUGH TIME
Ceres. Ethel Danforth; Pomona
An Old Tam fly
Church; also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Tre Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
CHINESE HE
pointed Exx. without bond.
mont, St
Doctor'^ Favorite
Amelia Dornan; Flora. Doris Overland about 9.30.
If you suffer from Itching, blind,
MDDIE N FURBISH late of Lynfleld, I
Return--Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.. i protruding or bleeding Piles you are
lock; L.A.S., Bemys Jamesop; Ex
Ballard’s Golden Oil
Proscription.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
Mass., deceased, November 18th 1930,
likely to be amazed at the soothing,
Frederick E Furbush of Lynfleld. Mass., copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
Com.. O A. Copeland.
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's

(Majestic

ice tools

ELECTRIC RADIOS

re
li] lndall & Whitney

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

House-Sherman, Inc.

In Everybody’s Column

VictorRadio
$112.50 up

Maine Music Store

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW

Time-Tried and Tested
Safe and
Effective Specific for All Ills and
Ailments from Inflammation. An
Indispensable Household Remedy.
Sold Everywhere in Liberal Bottles.

—

Ahere is
'A/1

AND THAT IS
I

OTE’S

d
v,

TALE HOME
A BOTTLE

•

.

’

•

BEWARE 0F„mTI0NS

MANK’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler and
Miss Estelle Jameson were in War
ren Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. 'Post and
children Virginia and Kenneth spent
Sunday at L. M. Newbert's.
D. B. Starrett has had a new elec
tric radio installed at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff were in
Waldoboro last week.
Eva Robbins of the village visitea
her home here Monday and also
called on old friends.
Mrs. Margaret Newbert wiM enter
tain the Grange circle at her home
next Thursday afternoon. All mem
bers please be present, and new mem
bers will also be gladly welcomed
Those having automobiles are asked
to call for those who have no way of
getting there.

The jobless of New York who are
selling apples for sustenance appar
ently are demonstrating that at
times applejack may be something
other than a drink —Jackson News.

i,

was appointed Exr without bond. Alan b“>me news, at Hotaling's agency, 308 Island about 6 00 P M.
L. Bird of Rockland, Maine was appoint- West 40th St.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
ed Agent in Maine.
I------------------------------------------------.r
143-tf
LUCY A. ROBINSON late of Rockland.'
1
--------- --- ------deceased. November 18th. 1930. Alan L.'
DENTAL NOTICE
Bird of Rockland was appointed Exr.
__
, -- _

“I have found both the Sargon
DR. J. H. DAMON
tonic and Sargon Soft Mass Pills to wdh
FRANK S RHODES late of Rockland, i
$_
»
be formulae of the highest thera deceased.
November 25th, 1930, William
pack
^is office for the Winter
peutic valu^ in the treatment of most H. Rhodes Of Rockland was appointed and will make appointments each day
Exr. wltn bond.
gastro-intestinal disorders
Attest::
from 10 to 2
“This new treatment proved in ______ CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
130TStf
valuable in my own case and en
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
tirely relieved me of a very bad form State of Maine, Knox ss.
December 5, 1930.
of stomach trouble and intermittent
We. the undersigned, having been i
constipation. It entirely restored my duly
appointed by the Honorable Melzer
lost weight and seemed to fill me T. Crawford. Judge of Probate within i
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
and for said county. Commissioners to!
. .MCDAriz e-r
with new health and energy.
ROCKLAND
receive and decide upon the claims of
UMtnUuK ol.
"My wifi and son also used the the creditors of Bertha Cassman, late
Osteopathic Physician
treatment with highly beneficial re of Rockland ln said Knox County, de- '
ceased, whose estate has been repre- j
sults."
Telephone 136
sented insolvent, hereby give public
Dr. Stanaland is Chief Consulting notice agreeably to the order of the said
Chemist of the Atlanta Laboratories, Judge of Probate, that six months from i
after Nov. 25. 1930 have been al
Atlanta, Ga. Also Consulting Chem and
lowed to said creditors to present and j
ist for the St. Joseph Infirmary. At prove their claims, and that we will at- ; DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
tend to the duty assigned us at the
lanta, Ga.
Office. Court House, in Rock
Sargon may be obtained in Rock Probate
„ Dentist
land in said Knox County, on Dec. 22,
land from The Corner Drug Store, 1930, and May 25, 1931, at two o'clock in
302 MAIN $T.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Inc.; in Warren from George H, the afternoon of each of said days.
EDWARD K. GOULD,
Gardiner; and fn Waldoboro from H.
Telephone 918-M
WALTER H. BUTLER.
I. Bossa -adv,
148-lt 146-J5-152
Sltf
Commissioners

Christmas
Greeting
Cards
We carry all the latest style
Cards and Folders with Enve
lopes to match, with your name
engrrved or printed.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND

R. W. TYLER
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS

NEW
Phone 710

BICKNELL
P. O. Box 3S9
I35tf

healing power of the rare, imported
Chinese Herb, which fortifies Dr.
Nixon's Chlnaroid. It's the newest
and fastest acting treatment out.
Brings ease and comfort in a few
minutes so that you can work and
enjoy life while it continues Its
soothing, healing action. Don't de
lay. Act in time to avoid a danger
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
Nixon’s Chinarold under our guar
antee to satisfy completely and be
worth 100 times the small cost or
your money back.

C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland

BUR?EE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm haa
faithfully served the famlllea
ot Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 480;
731-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Every-Other-Day
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school; reading, Nellie Christmas,
APPLETON
SOUTH HOPE
WARREN
VINALHAVEN
Margaret Swanson; If You’re Good,
Leland Peabody is enjoying an all Elijah J. York and daughter Mrs. Amy Columb; The Boy Who Could
n
. .
o
r
« .. •
The recent death of Estabrook J
Mrs. Annie Hart
A very pleasant social event was
electric Am-Rad radio recently in Clara Dyer of North Haven were in Say "No,” John Beckman, Eugene
Reciting Some of the Activi- Pease which occurred
at the Na
celebrated at the home of Mrs.
stalled.
In reviewing the details of the life
..
v
i
fown
Monday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I
Burgess,
Lyford
Philbrook;
Piccola,
ties of the Knox-Lincoln tional Soldiers’ Home in Togus,
Mrs. K. J. Overlock isreceiving E11jah York Mrs Edgar s York Hester
Brown; Christmas Secrets, Cassie Paul when neighbors and of Mrs. Hart, who died Nov. 10, we
treatments
for
her
eyes
during
her
a]so
Qf
North
Haven
accO
mpanied
'
George
Headley;
Visit of St. Nicholas, friends gathered to give a little sur- find difficultyin our power of ex
marked
the
passing
of
another
well
Bureau
stay in Boston. them and visjted reiatiVes
I Dorothy Ames; Santa Claus Land, prise to the newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. | pression, for one who was always
known Oivil War veteran. The fu
Mrs. Mary Montgomery and Frank Mrs. Nellie Nickerson returned iVera Warren; Jest 'Fore Christmas, Raymond Paul (Helen Esancy). j thoughtful ofthose who were in the
How much money in hens? This neral services were held in Thomas
Montgomery were dinner guests Thursday from Rockland.
Frank Peterson; The Track in the Many gifts including pieces of silver midst of sorrow, saying comforting
question will soon be answered by ton and the burial was in Cushing.
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. E. Smith entered Knox Hospital Ashes, Ruth Hill; song, school; dis etc., wpre received by the happy | words, relating consoling incidents,
the Extension Service. Nearly 50 Department Commander Philbrick
Gordon.
; and radiating cheerfulness. Mrs.
He was accompanied from tribution of presents, announcer, couple.
poultry accounts have been sent in and other local Grand Army men
Alonzo Butler of Union was guest Thursday.
Many enjoyable Thanksgiving Annie Hart was born in Appleton 69
James
Barton;
Santa's
Helpers,
Arn

town
by
John
Thompson.
to the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau were among those present to pay
of Mrs. Marilla Copeland Thursday Mrs. Robert Arey is a patient at old Starkes and Olaf Holmquist.
gatherings were held at the homes years ago last April, the youngest of
to be summarized. The books will their last respects.
afternoon.
Students not absent or tardy for about town, and now people are five children, and the last survivor.
Knox Hospital.
be gone over, checked, and a county Mr. Pease is survived by one son,
Miss L. V. Mank of Boston is Mrs. Leslie Stinson was in Rock past month, John Beckman, Hester planning for Christmas.
I She came to Hope when quite young
summary made which will be avail Ralph; a daughter, who resides in
spending a few days with Mrs. Clif land Thursday.
Brown, Eugene Burgess, Ruth Hill,
Rebekah officers who were not and then returned to Appleton for
able to all those who sent in their California: and a brother, Sharon,
ford Spear.
The Buddies were entertained j Olaf Holmquist, Alton Lawry, Vera present at the November session were j a short time, but 32 years ago she
books this year. The Extension who makes his home in Colorado, at
Mrs. Charles Wilson, who is in Thursday night at the home of Mr. j Warren, Amy Columb, Bernard duly installed by Special Deputy ' moved with her family to this home.
Service is furnishing this help free the age of 96 years.
Thomaston, received 51 cards Tues and Mrs. Alfred Creed.
Ericson. Frank Peterson; not absent Helen Gushee at the last regular Eight years ago her husband pre
and every poultryman whose account This grand old man of Civil War
day from friends ln remembrance of Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane returned or tardy for the entire term, Eugene meeting.
ceded her to the great beyond. She
is included in the lot summarized days was born in Appleton on Julv
her birthday anniversary.
Priday from Rockland where they Burgess, Ruth Hill, Vera Warren.
Mr. a"nd Mrs. Joseph Ames recently ^elo"ged„
B.®ptist C^rcl? j1
will obtain a great deal of benefit 11, 1844, the son of Henry and Elmira
Miss Helen Robinson expected to were guests of Mrs. Lane's cousin
' South Hope till it was dissolved,
visited
at
the
home
of
Mr
.and
Mrs
in analyzing his business.
'Thorndike) Pease and the youngleave Friday night for Ellsworth Mrs. Winnifred Simmons, Masonic
Johnson Talbot in Lincolnville and when her membership was trans
ROCKVILLE
• • • •
est of three children. His only living
where she will spend the Christmas street.
incidentally Were introduced to their ferred to the West Rockport Baptist
An essay contest is being conduct- I brother, Sharon, now lives in Iowa,
Vacation.
Mrs. Addison Collamore is in new
church.
There will be a Legion dance Sat
great-grandchild.
ed during December on the -Grow strong and hearty despite his 90 odd
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Perry urday evening
Rockland caring for her brother
She leaves one son, her only child,
Mrs.
E.
S.
Ufford,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Good Pullet Campaign. The con-(Years. Mr. Pease has two children
closed their home Thursday for the A Christmas tree entertainment Frank Ripley who is ill.
Halver Hart, and flve grandchildren,
W.
F.
Bryant
and
Mrs.
Lila
Burrill
test is open to all who enrolled in living, they being Ralph Pease of
winter and will live in Rockland.
Edith, Arthur, Elmer, Ann and
will be held Monday evening by Mar
Mrs. Allen Gardner spent Sunday were recent visitors in town.
the campaign. There will be 13 Cushing, and Mrs. Florence Connor
Harry Gordon has finished glass- guerite Chapter. O.E.S.
j Halver junior. Her departure was
in Augusta, the guest of her son
prizes: First $15, recond $10, third $5 of San Francisco. Occasionally he
The regular meeting of Golden j SUdden and quiet, without any sufing-ln the porch on the summer A. E. Libby spent Thursday in Bertram and his bride.
and ten prizes of $2 each to be given : visits his son Ralph,' but it is some
home of Dr. A. H. St. Clair Chase. Rockland.
Her Maker seemed to
Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent the day Rod Rebekah Lodge was heldI fering.
for the best stories.
years since he has seen his only
Mrs. William F. Robinson has been Club meetings this week include: Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil Thanksgiving Eve with good at- whisper, “It is enough, come up
• • • •
daughter.
ill suffering from strained ligaments Chataneet Club Thursday at Mrs. liam W. Butler at West Meadows, tendance. The business hour was higher," and she obeyed the sumApplications have been received At the age of 17, he left his good
followed by an interesting program mons. She had a strong heart of
of her back since Thanksgiving Day David Duncan’s: The Mothers' Club Rockland.
£rdm 28 poultrymen having 18,354 hens home in Appleton and shipped on a
when the car in which she was riding Friday evening at the home of Mrs.
A few of the villagers were in of recitations, readings and stories i mother love, living for her family
to be tested, for pullorum disease. merchant vessel making the long and
turned over on its side.
and desiring the very best things in
Ralph Brown; Ace of Clubs Friday Rockport Monday evening attending by the members.
This is 3500 more hens than were tedious trip to Rio de Janeiro, and
Four new members were taken into evening with Mrs. Annie Lane: the the hearing of the water'district
At the close of the meeting ad- I life for her son and his children.
from
that
South
American
port
up
tested in the 31 flocks last year.
the Gamma Beta Club Monday eve Red Devil Club Fridav at Mrs. Sadie proposition.
journment was made to the dining She was a real neighbor, in word and
• « • «
the La Plata River to the metropolis
ning.
Cobb's.
The village school closed its doors room. Many were the exclamations deed, and a friend to those who
of
the
south,
Buenos
Ayres.
Of
this
Orders are already being received
The public bridge party will take Don’t forget the Christmas enter Friday afternoon for the Christmas of surprise, and delight from most needed her, to those who knew her,
for apple trees to be planted next early cruise, Mr. Pease has few recol
place Saturday evening instead of tainment at the Grange Dec. 17. vacation of two weeks. Appropri of the members, to find, instead of to those who were related to her.
lections
except
when
passing
through
spring. Those ordering to date are:
Thursday evening as formerly.
Each member is to furnish a ten-cent ate exercises with a tree were fea the simple lunch expected, a verit She will truly be missed in the com
Hope, A. P. Allen 500 and F. M. Pay- the Equator zone. Being the young
Mrs. Ralph Burkett of Thomaston present.
tures pleasing to the young people on able Thanksgiving feast spread be munity, in thc home and in the
ster
on
board,
he
was
subjected
to
son 200; West Rockport. Robert Nutt
spent Thursday with Mrs. Harold
fore them. The menu included church.
the last afternoon.
the
“
tub
bath"
in
the
warm
waters
100; North Edgecomb, W. W. Coch
Pease.
chicken and gravy, boiled potatoes, "Let Faith exalt her Joyful voice.
Washington
School
Program
Lester
Sherer
who
has
been
emran 100, Randall Cummings 50; of the Atlantic when the barque
And now ln triumph sing:
Mrs. W. H. Flint of Waldoboro The following interesting Christ- , ployed on North Haven is home foy mashed turnip, coffee,—all piping
Grave., where ls thy victory?
Rockland, Carl Nelson 50. A. C. Mc reached this point, as do all young
visited friends in this place Thurs mas program was rendered Friday a month and will spend the time hoL—cranberry sauce, apples, grapes, O And
where Death ls thy sting?"
Loon 6. These trees will be obtained sters on board a ship, but he didn't
day
besides
a
large
number
of
cakes
and
with
his
father
Dana
A.
Sherer.
afternoon
at
the
Washington
School
through a state pool as last year. mind it much, he avers, for the water
The puplls-of the Libby school put bv grades V and VI, taught by Miss
pies,
the
latter
furnished
by
the
un

Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Perry, Manley
All trees will be inspected by a rep was fine and warm. After that he
on an entertainment Thursday eve Ethel Young: Welcome song, sqhool; Perry and Mrs. Annie Webber of suspecting members.
APPLETON RIDGE
resentative of the State Department had the pleasure of watching others
ning featuring the one-act play, Christmas verses: Tree, Alton Lawry; Rockland were Sunday dinner guests
It
was
afterward
learned
that
of Agriculture before being shipped. get the same baptism of the neophvte.
“Santa Claus at School,” having Holly, Mayland Barton; Pudding, of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry.
Sister Carrie Cummings planned the Several from this place were in
• ♦ • *
When he ayived back in Appleton,
their Christmas tree at the same time. Donald Cotter; children, Arnold
meal and contributed the vegetables, Rockland and Belfast Saturday on
Seven 4-H Clubs have reorganized the South had seceded from the
There were also recitations, and a Starkes; Star, Dorothy Young; The
fruit and the chickens being fur- [ shopping trips.
for 1931 with two programs of work Union and Lincoln was calling for
general good time was enjoyed by Christmas Stocking, Eleanor Calder IN FIGHTING AGAINST nished by Sisters Cummings and j Rev. L. E. Watson occupied the
and 15 meetings reported. Ml mem troops as fast as he could get them.
all.
Blanchard. These ladies were ably pulpit at the Baptist Church last
wood; A Christmas Eve Adventure,
bers are starting in this year to keep Young Pease at that time was a
FLU-GRIP
Lee Butler arrived from Manches Doris Barton; The Holly, Bernard
assisted in the preparations by Sunday morning and evening.
more accurate information for their strapping fellow who could do the
ter, N. H„ Wednesday night and will Ericson; song, “Silent Night,” Vera
Keep the bowels open and take
Sisters Cassie Paul, Mary Ness and Robert E. ferry is guest this week
record sheets. The date when a work of a grown man, and feeling the
spend a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Warren. Doris Barton, Ruth Hill.
others. After the repast all returned of friends in Belfast.
BROWN
’
S
RELIEF'
piece of work is done, the hours patriotic blood of his forefathers
Fred Butler.
Hester Brown, Mary Pearl, Dorothv
to their homes fully convinced that, Rev. and Mrs. Lewis E. Watson of
spent on the work, materials used tingling in his veins,, he immediately
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Young; Santa’s Cake, Alice Nelson;
contrary to tradition, women can Madison were weekend guests of Mr.
on rising and retiring
and their cost are the things that so enlisted in the 18th Maine Heavy
Joseph Stickney Thursday were Mrs. song, “Little Town of Bethlehem,"
and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
keep secrets.
Norway Medicine Co.
many club members forget to keep Artillery which was assigned to gar
Allan Cogan and daughter Jill and
rison
duty
with
the
Army
of
the
an account of.
Mrs. Robert Cogan and children
A “pin line” will be established this Potomac in Maryland. “Those were
Beverly and Louie.
year; all members getting above a exciting times," he said, “but my
Tuesday night’s big dance at Cam
Mrs. John Cogan attended the fu
certain gr de on the record sheet memory has gone back on me, so I den Opera House will be featured by neral of Mrs. Rose Hupper Thurs
can't
recall
some
of
them
now.
”
But
will receive a National 4-H Club pin
a grand prize-waltz.
149-11 day at Martinsville.
he does remember when in 1863 he
at the next county contest.
Fred Butler is driving a new
was
at
Fort
Stevens
and
“
the
rebs
”
Each club meeting reported with
Durant.
ROCKPORT
stormed
the
fort
in
their
desperate
in one week of date meeting scores
E. B. Clarke met with the mis
The ladies' sewing circle held a very
five points toward The Courier-Ga attack to take' the Capital. The a*
of losing one of his horses
although j successful Christmas sale and supper fortune
tack
was
unsucceessful,
r I —;
zette cup.
some hard fighting had to be done to Wednesday at the Baptist vestry and Monday.
Carl Moody expected to leave for ?
At the eokmtv contest charters and rePulse the invaders. At the con- ) thereby a goodly sum was added to Albany today, Saturday, to resume
.Li J? "ehJevement were elusion of his term of enlistment in [the treasury. Those in charge of the
first seal of achievement were the war in 1864, he still longed for i tables: Fancy work, Ella Overlook; his position with the International
awarded to: W.A.L.U., Burkettville; the life of a soldier, and going west aprons, Augusta Shibles, Josephine Harvester Co.
Eastern River 4-H , Dresden Mills;
Parker Starrett is employed at
Chicago joined a cavalry regiment Wall; candy, Christie Whitney; mys Gardiner's
Happy Farmers, Hope; Happy Work to
drug store.
F
tery, Mrs. Leslie Deane. The supper
to
fight
Morgan's
guerillas
in
er^, Long Island; Sewing Girls, Missouri. Here he saw some sharp committee was composed of Mrs. B.
The Girls' Club and its leader Miss
Orff's Corner; Happy Hustlers. East fighting until the foe was finally H. Paul. Mrs. Maude Walker, Mrs. Adelaide Holt are working on a play
Union and Wide Awake Girls, vanquished. In this war he remem Leslie Deane, with Mrs. Charles Cav to be given some time in January at
Union.
Charters were awarded
the time his horse was shot from anaugh, Hazel Cain. Ethel Spear, Glover hall. This entertainment
to Seven Tree of Union and Busy bers
beneath him and he fell to the Lena Tominski. Mildred Rhodes, also will have several vaudeville
Bees of West Rockport. Fifth year ground unhurt. The enemy circled Mary Brann, assisting as waitresses. sketches, and under the able tutelage
seals were won by Aina Farmers,
The in-between meeting of the of Miss Holt will be an event to look
him and he was captured
Aina Homemakers and Pine 4-H of around
along with a few others. As thev Farm Bureau will be held Monday forward to.
Camden; fourth seal by Twin Vil wqre about to be shot, a very large afternoon instead of Tuesday, as
East Warren Grange is Invited to
lage Sewing Girls of Damariscotta group of his own men came to their previously announced, at the home of a Christmas tree at Warren Grange
third seal to Work and Win of Dam rescue and they all were saved. Mrs. Carrie Grey, Central street. hall next Tuesday evening. Each
ariscotta and Golden Rule of Hope; “That was the nearest time I ever The subject “Pine Needlework” wiil member is requested to contribute a
second seal to Orffs Corner boys: came to going West," Mr. Pease de- be discussed and an interesting meet gift costing not over ten cents. Mrs.
Olive Peabody will have charge.
Simonton Dairy b*ys and Jol'y. clared, “and it was indeed a very ing is assured
Miss Ermina Williams spent Tues
Workers of North Whitefield.
Mrs. Emma Torrey left Tuesday
I narrow escape I'll tell you, to have a
group of hungry, bloodthirty fight morning for Boston where she met day with Mrs. Fred Starrett.
The community planning meetings ers swarming around you, looking like her husband. Capt. Ernest Torrey,
For the Rebekah Christmas tree.
offer every homemaker an oppor savages ready to pounce on you. It who was on his way home from Dec. 22, the committee will be Mrs.
tunity of having such demonstra is a sight never to be forgotten. Miami, to recuperate from his recent May Berry, Mrs. Gertrude Starrett,
tions as they desire included in the And I have not forgotten either."
severe illness. Because of his weak Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Edna
community program for the coming Following this engagement in the ened condition it was found necessary Moore.
year. Plans are being made in near Army, he went to Iowa and worked to engage a taxi to bring them from
Warren Grange is invited to a
ly all communities for an entertain in the construction of the Burlington, Boston to Rockport, which they did, baked bean supper at the home of
ment to take place in the forenoon. Cedar Rapids and Minnesota Rail arriving home Wednesday night. Rpbert Simmons, East Warren this
There will also be talks by the ex road. This was a pioneer endeavor The captain is still confined to his Saturday evening.
The committees on the sale, supper
tension agents.
in railroad construction and he con bed but it is hoped that he may now
At noon the women plan in those tinued in this work for the next four steadily improve. Mrs. Torrey made and entertainment that took place
communities where the square meal years until a longing for thc East the trip to Boston in company with at the Congregational vestry Thurs
for health contest is followed, a and home came upon him and he re Mrs. Nellie Johnson and her son-in- day evening surely “did themselves
square meal. In other communities turned to his home in Appleton.
law, Henry Silsby, of West Bridge- proud." The tidy sum of $90 was
a committee is planning the dinner. But Father Neptune called to him water, Mass., in the Silsby car. They realized through their efforts and the
Separate sessions in the afternoon again and he answered his call, ship were returning home after a few days' hearty co-operation of the members
and others. Christmasy evergreens,
offer everyone an opportunity to as ping out on a merchant barque, this stay in Rockport and Camden.
sist in planning a program of ex time from New York. It was this
At the regular meeting of Harbor gay Christmas trees, and red and
tension work that will best serve the time that he sailed straight across Light Chapter Tuesday evening a green streamers brightened the in
needs of the community.
. the Atlantic his ship plying between joke Christmas tree will be a feature terior of the chapel and also lent a
• • « •
New York and Liverpool, England. of the social hour. Each member is balsamic fragrance to the air. The
During 1930 the home demonstra As he talked about his sea experi asked to furnish an inexpensive joke "grab box," sported the seasons
tion agent has held 177 meetings ences, his face beaming with smiles, gift and it is bound to be a merry colors also. Following the supper of
with an attendance of 2613 women. you could not help but notice that gathering. A picnic supper will pre baked beans and other good things
a musical entertainment was given
even the very mention of the word cede the meeting.
The Johnson Society meets Wed by the boys and girls, spiced with
sea” or “Atlantic,” brought back
CLARRY HILL
with Mrs. Nelli? antidotes by Rev. Mr. Holt from his
Miss Eva Bickmore of Charleston memories to him of the days of old, nesday atevening
her home on Commercial never failing supply, and readings by
spent Thanksgiving week in town, the when he sailed the briny deep as Staples
Miss Adelaide Holt and Mrs. Laura
mate on the good ship “Hocopang." street.
guest of friends.
• « • *
Brackett. The excellent quality of
Mrs. A. K. Jackson spent a few
Church .Notes
the singing reflects credit on the suc
days in Belfast recently.
WALDOBORO
Baptist Church, Rev. George F. cessful teaching of music by Mrs.
MEN’S SHIRTS—Famous "ARROWS” in CREPE DE CHINE—GOWNS of fine quality. PILLOW CASES—Hand embroidered—tinted
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro was in
Miss Dorothy Davis of Concord,
Vinal. The program: Quartet.
plain and fancy colors. Both collar-attached Lace and tailored styles with BED JACKETS colorings—nicely hemstitched and ready for
town last week.
N. H„ and Lloyd Davis who is in the Currier, pastor: Morning worship at Willis
Lewis
and
Arnold
Robinson,
Gerald
and collar-to-match styles ....... -......... 1.95 TO MATCH. Choice of either—just
2.98 giving in a fancy box. Pair ................ 1.95
Montell Ross and family of Bath Navy and recently returned from a 10.45 with anthem by the choir, chil
spent last Sunday with his mother trip to South America, are home for dren’s story and ^sermon, "The Con Brown and Roger Teague; solo,
BABY
BLANKETS
—
Soft
and
lovely
for
gift TOILETRIES—Bourjois ,'Evening in Paris"
MEN'S
HOSIERY
—
Of
the
finest
Rayon
and
“
Garden
of
Roses,
”
Betty
Moody;
Mrs. Gussie Ross.
a visit with their parents Mr. and ditions of a Continual Feast." Church solo, "Rocked ln the Cradle of the
wool in patterns new and smart. Also Rayons giving and positive protection 1.00, 1.98, 1.50, Sets of Face Powder, Perfume and Compact.
School at 12; B.Y.P.U. at 6, leader,
Everett Lemont shot a deer Nov. Mrs. Lawrence Davis.
without wool. Sizes 10 to 12 .................... 50 2.98. Bath Robes for little ones 2.98 and 3.98 An exquisite choice ................................ 3-00
5 which weighed 135 pounds.
Mrs. Geneva Welt was hostess Caroline Graffam: evening service at Deep,” Gerald Brown; reading, Ade
Mrs. Roslin Garland spent Thanks Monday evening at the meeting of 7, selections by the men's quartet, laide Holt; quartet, Florence Pack
BOYS' SWEATERS—ALL WOOL heavy WOMEN’S SLIPPERS—In a gay assortment TOILETRIES—“Evening in Paris" Talcum
sermon, “Born of God." Mid-week ard, Betty Moody, Kathryn Starrett,
giving with her parents Mr. and Mrs. the Susannah Wesley Society.
SHAKER
Sweaters for all healthful outdoor of new colors. Bridge—Hy—Lows—Pajama 50c. Hudnuts DuBarry Bath Soap—3 cakes
Pauline
Starrett;
reading,
Mrs.
prayer and praise service Thursday
A. K. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott, Walter at
activities.
A real Libby value at just 1.79 Leather and Juliets. In all sizes ......... 1.00 boxed 1.50. Cheramy’s “April Showers" Toi
Laura
Brackett;
solo,
Pauline
Star

7 o'qlock.
Frederick Walker has a fine Here Campbell and Robert Scott of Gar
let Water 2.00.
Methodist: Rev. F. F. Fowle, pastor, rett; quartet, boys; reading. Mrs. W.
LUNCHEON SETS—ALL LINEN Damask- RAYON SPREADS—A VERY SPECIAL
ford bull Which he bought of parties diner have been recent guests of Mr.
H. Robinson; chorus, boys and girls.
will
preach
Sunday
both
morning
VALUE
for
the
gift
giver.
81x105
“
in
Rosehemstitched
Cloth
54"
sq.
and
6
Napkins
14
“
NEW BATH SETS—Delicately colored Chein Brooks.
and Mrs. F. W. Scott:
evening, with special musical Mrs. Carrie Smith very capably ac
sq. Green-Gold or Blue. Set only ....... 2.95 Blue, Green-Orchid and White ............ 2.95 nile Bath Towel and Cloth. Flower bordered.
Mrs. Augusta Mank of Mank's Car
Arthur Grotton of New York is and
companied
the
singing.
nes visited her sister Mrs. Sarah visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. numbers by the male chorus. There
Colors: Peach. Orchid, Gold, Green and Yel
will be no meeting of the ladies' aid
CONSOLE MIRRORS—GENUINE PLATE
low. Set ................................................. 1.00
Jameson last week.
Charles Grotton.
on Wednesday. Thursday evening
GLASS—artistic Polychrome frames—size
Ralph Stahl and Mrs. Lucy Clarry
EAST WASHINGTON
T .L. Richards has been in Port prayer service at 7.
HANDKERCHIEFS—WOMEN’S hand em
lll-ix22". A Christmas SPECIAL at .... 1.98*
recently visited relatives in this land a few days.
broidered 'kerchiefs. 3 to a box ........... 1.00
(Third Floor)
place.
John H. Lovell is in Boston.
Mrs. W. M. Prescott has been con
Frank Jameson has returned home
MEN'S Linens—white or with colored bor
A. 8. Kaler is at Mrs. E. M. Whit M. Isora Lee At the next meeting, fined to the house during the past
WEEK END CASES—WOMEN'S Cobra grain
ders .......................................... 25c, 50c, 1.00
after spending a few weeks in Rock comb’s where he will pass the winter. Dec. 22, degrees will be conferred and week with a severe cold.
Fabricoid—Black and Brown. Silk linedland.
Sheldon Gray of Rockland is the a Christmas celebration will be on Mrs. Clara Overlock was a busi
cover pocket—3 body pockets. Brass locks.
TAPESTRY PILLOWS—Belgian Tapestry
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Stevens of War guest of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt. the program.
ness visitor in Bangor last Saturday.
16 to 22" sizes ...................................... 7.50
Pillows 16x19”—with Sateen backs. ORDI
ren were recent visitors of relatives
Mrs.
Evie
Morelan
Studley
of
Among those who nave been ill
Wiwurna Chapter, O.E.S., enter
NARILY 98c. Libby priced for gift buyers
1—The Lowest Prices in Years.
and friends here.
UMBRELLAS—WOMEN'S PURE SILKS—
tained Crystal Chapter of Damaris Bremen has been the. guest of Mrs. with the prevailing distemper the
................................................. 79c; 2 for 1.50
E.
T.
Potter.
straight—ring or crooked handles. In splendid
past week are Roy Light and Mr. and
NORTH WALDOBORO cotta and Grace Chapter of Thomas
2
—
Free
Deliveries
in
New
Eng

SMOKING STANDS—Gracefully designed
Mrs.
Kelsey
Lash
was
in
Portland
plain colors and fancy borders. Only 4.95
Mrs. Allen Ripley.
ton Tuesday evening. Work was ex
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest returned Sun emplified and a program given. Sup Saturday.
for practical service. Neat Ash Tray atop
Mrs. Blanche Johnston has re
land.
BEADED BAGS—USUALLY 2.95 French
day from the village where she has per was served at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. Mabel Moore has been visit turned from Jefferson after a few
and carefully Walnut finished. Another
EVENING BAGS of cut steel beads. Fancy
been working.
days' stay with her granddaughter
Miss Elizabeth Genthner has re ing friends in Rockland.
3— Untold Selection Possibilities. valOe ....................................................... 2.95
chased frames—gold or silver. Artistic—
Mrs. Roy Lenfest of South Liberty turned from Boston where she went
The local W.C.T.U. has again who has been ill.
GIFT GLOVES—Fur cuffed—fleece lined for
beautifully lined ................................... 1.95
visited relatives and friends in this to purchase goods for the Christmas offered prizes to the High School stu E. A. Whittaker of Liberty was a
attractiveness and warmth. Clasp or Pull
4
—
Charge
Account
Privileges.
place Sunday.
dents,
the
contest
to
be
between
visitor Thursday evening at C. E.
trade.
ons. Pair .............................................. 2.95
CAMEO BROOCHES—Genuine Shell Camea
W. A. Palmer has finished work for
senior
and
junior
and
sophomore
and
Overlock's.
Twenty-four farmers were present
—hand carved—exceptionally clear profile.
thc Washington Telephone Co., and Tuesday
5— Mailing and Wrapping Serv STATIONERY—Better grades in beautiful
a dinner at which the freshnlen classes. The subject for W. M. Prescott was in Waldoboro
Chromium, non-tarnishable mounting. Safety
is now cutting ash poles in Palermo. NewcastleatLumber
assortment. Uniquely boxed and richly lined
the senior-junior contest is “Is the last Saturday.
and
Grain
Co.
ices.
catch
......................................................
1.00
There was an old fashioned wood were hosts, served by the Home use of alcoholic liquor helpful or
envelopes. Also plain envelopes ........
LOO
bee Saturday at W. L. Leigher's and makers Society in the Methodist harmful to community life?” and be
BABY SETS—2 pc. Silver Plated sets—Fork
GORDON
HOSIERY
—
H
300-fine
and
heavy
6— Mail Order Shopping Service.
a good job is reported.
tween sophomores and freshmen, “If
and Spoon. Very dainty pattern—Satin fin
Service weight. Regular and outsizes. Also
Ralph Hibbert of Razorville shot vestry.
I were an employer would I employ
ished
—
warranted
25
years
....................
1.00
The
stores
are
assuming
a
holiday
CHIFFON GRENADINE twist-sheer and
7—Facilities
for
Checking
the only deer reported killed in this appearance with colored lights, bells, a known drinker?" A prize of a
dull. Choice .......................................... 2.00
place. Elbridge Lenfest shot one in and Christmas greens.
WOOL BLANKETS—REGULAR 8.50 grade
$2.50 gold piece will be awarded the
Articles.
Palermo, and M. W. Lenfest one in
BOl'DOIR DOLLS—Powder Puff Maidens—
70x80"
bundle
of
beauty
and
warmth.
2"
winner
in
each
class.
At the annual meeting of Meen
Northern Maine but very few were ahga
all daintily attired in lovely Organdies. Al
Satin binding. Rose, Yellow, Peach, Tan and
Grange
these
officers
were
8
—
Gift
Certificates
Procurable.
shot in town.
We want all your LIVE POUL
ways happy to be of service ....1.75; also .1.50
Blue ........................................................ 5.95
elected: W.M.. Willis Crowell; over NORTH WALDOBORO
TRY. Highest Prieaa paid. Call
seer, Philip Lee-, lecturer Rena Crow
PYREX
CASSEROLE—Cooking Glassware
3
CANDLE
LAMP
—
5.00
model
—
bronze
fin

Mrs. Flora Mank is at D. O. Stahl's er write Charles 8hene, ears ot
9— In the Heart of Portland’s Ac
ell; steward, Herbert Johnson; A.S., for a few days.
with a cut cover. Round or oval shape—brass.
ished. Stand 18” high. Complete with a 16"
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
tivities.
Roy L. Mack; chaplain, Dorothy
Nickle Plated frame. Regular 4.50. Set 3.19
PARCHMENT SHADE. 6' cord and plug3.95
Mrs. Isa Teague and family of
Stopped quickly
3-3 and trueka will oall at
Stevens; treasurer, Fred W. Scott; Warren were guests Sunday of Mr. Warren
and SAFELY
your door. Raferaneae: Any poul
TELEPHONE SETS—Sturdily constructed—
FLANNEL
ROBES
—
REGULAR
4.95
QUALI1 0—New Bills and Coins. Gift sightly
secretary, Ethel Campbell; gate and Mrs. Laforest Mank.
doc
with one swallow of
try rai ear.
turned legs. Sets consists of a Table
. TIES—all wool—Silk fringed—belted—well
keeper. Charles Crowell; Ceres,
The Grange Circle met at the home
Checks Cashed.
and Chair finished in Mahogany.............. 735
I tailored. All sizes. Your good fortune 3.95
Maude C. Gay; Pomona, Edith Lev of Oeneva Eagley last Thursday aft
CHARLES SHANE CO.
ensaler; Flora, Isadore Hoffses; ernoon with 13 present, and a very
17-tf
‘L.A.8., Dorothy Lovejoy; organist, pleasant time is reported.

FARM AND HOME

ESTABROOK J. PEASE

• CAMDEN !'

Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury !wtll enter
tain the Friends-In-Councll Tues
day afternoon at her home on High
street. Luncheon will be served at
1 o'cl«:k.
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick was called to
Washington yesterday by the illness
of her mother Mrs. Charles E. Smith.
Mrs. Charles Cleveland will enter
tain the Woman’s Baptist Mission
ary Tuesday at 2.30 o'clock.
Mrs. Charles Tilden entertained
the Twilight Twel* Thursday eve
ning.
The regular meeting of Camden
Commandery, will be held Tuesday
evening and there will be work in
the Order of the Temple. Supper at
6.30.
Camden Lodge K. of P., meets
Monday evening and a full attend
ance is desired.
Capt. and Mrs. John Husby have
arrived from Winchester, N. H., and
will spend the winter at their home
on Harding avenue.
*?•
The charity benefit held in the
opera house Thursday night and
sponsored by the Camden-Rockport
Lions' Club was a decided success.
Cards, dancing and vaudeville acts
were enjoyed and the singing of the
Lions’ Club original song, “Camdenby-the-Sea,” was the feature of the
evening. The words of the song
were written by Job H. Montgomery
and the music by Everett Grieve.
Refreshments were served. A good
sum was netted but it is impossible
at this writing to state the exact
amount.
Capt. Oscar Derry iS" critically ill
at his home on Mountain street.
“The Law of Compensation." will
be the subject of Rev. Albert E.
Luce's address at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning; evening
subject, “The Power of the Liberated
Life.”
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
two cottages at Lake Megunticook
Thursday morning. The Camden Fire
department responded to a call but
when they arrived the last cottage
was nearly flat. One was owned by
Mrs. Lydia Hary of Daytona Beach,
Fla., and the other by Charles Berry
of Rockland. There is no one living
in the vicinity of the cottages at
Dresent and they were practically
destroyed when the alarm was given.
Regular meeting of Megunticook
Grange next Wednesday evening.

'i ■

*J.R Libby Ov

Five Great Gift Floors at

€frrt$fmas

Glittering
With Values

Portland

Just A Few Gift Suggestions

At

LIBBY’S

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

CHILD COUGHS
V#

THOXINE

li

•
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Tomorrow

Civic and Commercial Clubs)
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Today, more than ever, communities appreciate the value of the wonderful and necessary work being
accomplished by efficiently working Civic and Commercial clubs.
They represent one of thc most important and intricate cog wheels in the great machinery of a STANDARD,
PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY!

Too much cannot be said of the cultural and literary influences of the various Civic clubs. No accurate
measure coud ever be taken of the influence for good that is done by the Women’s and Mother’s club*. A
healthy, religious community is often made so largely through the influences of its Charitable and Religious
organizations.

D

The united effort and efficient operation of these clubs help to provide the moral and mental “tone” of a com
munity. THEY KEEP US ABREAST OF THE TIMES!

LEGION BENEFIT

fI

ii

D

FOR THE NEEDY

LEGION BENEFIT
FOR THE NEEDY

Nor do we appreciate always the value of the Commercial clubs to the business morale of our town. It is
through the Commercial clubs, greatly, that communities maintain a HIGH STANDARD OF BUSINESS
AND CREDIT. They furnish much of the DRIVE and the PURPOSE that unites our community for higher
standards of living; growth; progress and prosperity.

Complete Shows
at 3.00 and 7.30

Complete Shows

at 3.00 and 7.30

THE CIVIC AND COMMERCIAL CLUBS OF OUR COMMUNITY NEED OUR LOYAL AND CON
SISTENT HELP AND CO-OPERATION.

Admission:
Any Quantity of Food-

Admission:
Any Quantity of Food

They are doing much toward the extension of our *ocial and business area to take in the “Greater Commututy’ .
that should be an integral part of US!

stuffs

stuffs

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMltf

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

T. F. KEATING. Prop.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

AND EAT
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

Knox County Motor

Authorized Dealers in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

ALFRED P. CONDON-

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.

75 PARK STREET

Agents for The Texaco Co.

TEL. 966

ROCKLAND

i

TEL. 646-W

■ ■ — i .1

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

Manufacturers and

G. A. LAWRENCE

Jobber* of

FIREPROOF GARAGE

>———•adNb
• —

THURSTON OIL CO.

Rock. Marble & Granite Workl
W. H. GLENDENNING

Central Maine Power Company

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

FINE CONFECTIONERY
FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - ?-- -- -- -- -- -- SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Camdon

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKlAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

LOBSTERS

—i

c wdioa

Sales Co.

>

ROCKLAND

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

THE FUNT BAKERY

TEL. 727

THE REXALL STORE

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

“GOOD CLOTHES”

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

.

741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

“GREGORY’S”

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

'

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

f

.

.

w <«

FREEMAN S^ YOUNG

ROCKLAND

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

* . •>

,

REAL ESTATE.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
F. J. SIMONTON CO.
w.
CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

CCR. MAIN 4 PARK

Sts.

ROCKLAND
Incorporated 1926

Established 1868

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
a LIMEROCK STS.
ROCKLAND

CON. MAIN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

■ M « 8 8 » l IttfHf-***********

.

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TAVERN STUDIO

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

Antiques Bought and Sold

H

HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

t
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Society

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COATS

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent by mall or telephone will be gladly
received.
TELEPHONE ............................... 170 or 794-W

Priced at $25.00
Travel Tweed, Dress Models,

Misses’ and Women’s sizes.
Some of these models sold up
to $45.00. Now are $25.00.
STREW; FLOOR

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

___

A jolly Christmas party was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. K. B.
Crie, Talbot avenue, Thursday eve
ning, the guests being the members
of the Knoweachother Club and hus
bands. From a gaily decorated
Christmas tree gifts were djgtributed
Mrs. Lucius York is at Knox Hos to each one present. Otherreatures
pital where she is being operated were games, stunts and refreshments.
upon this morning.
----f"
At the meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Mrs. Basil Stinson entertained at Lodge Tuesday evening a joke Christ
dllnner and auction Wednesday eve mas tree will furnish jollity. Each
ning. There were two tables, honors member is to furnish a 10 cent gift, to
falling to Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. be at the hall or with Mrs. Frank
George B. Davis and Mrs. Benjamin Harding, Limerock street, on or,be
Philbrook.
fore Monday next. Supper at 6.15.
__ _
I
The Shakespeare Society meets
A surprise party was tendered Mrs.
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Maud Blodgett, Talbot avenue, with Walter G. Dimick, Orange street,
Mrs. Gertrude Wooster as leader. Thursday evening, as a birthday ob
Act III, Scenes 2 and 3, of “Julius servance, those present being Mr.
Caesar" will be read, and Miss Annie Dimick, Mrs. Josephine Bprns, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Carroll, Mr. and Mrs.
Frye will present a paper.
Luke S. Davis and Miss Doris Hyler.
I Mrs. William L. Benner of 41 Wai- A luncheon was served, and Mrs.
Dimick was presented with attractive
gifts.

Mrs, Lucius York entertained at
bridge Wednesday evening, honors
going to Mrs. Lillian McRae and
Mrs. Delilah Cunningham.
■
X
John G. Snow and Frank F.
Trafton entertained at a venison fry
Wednesday evening at Mr. Snow's
home on Orange street, their guests
being John I. Snow, Robert A. Snow,
John Pomeroy, A. J. Murray, Harold
Coombs and Alton Palmer.
Miss Caroline Littlefield plans to
leave tomorrow for New York where
she will spend the holiday season
with relatives and friends.

All BPW Club members who are
filling stockings for Christmas dis
tribution are asked to have same at
Carver’s book store not latei* than
Dec. 20, if possible.
,

Xmas Sale of Linens and Towels

A public card party in Temple hall
■Monday evening is sponsored by
Good Cheer Circle. Play begins at 8.

Miss Anna Webster of the Tyler
school will spepd the holidays at her
home in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rubenstein are
in New York for a well earned vaca
tion. They are being entertained by
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Tyson and Mr.
Bringle, summer residents of North
east Harbor, and are also guests of
their daughter. Miss Jessie Ruben
stein, a student at the Parsons School
! of Interior Decorating. Mr. Ruben
stein expects to arrive home next
week, Mrs. Rubenstein remaining
with her daughter until after New
Year.

Turkish Towels

Linens

Close-out rom mill
Heavy Turkish with colored stripes; size 19x36

Pure Linen Table Covers, 54x54
Gold, Blue, Rose, Green

19c

‘ 89c

Formerly 1.15

Same in size 60x60,

Heavy Cannon Towels with beautiful pine
'tree colored borders; size 42x22

1.00

Another lot of Glass Check Toweling

The sewing circle of the auxiliary
All Firsts
Value 35c
of Winslow-Holbrook Post meets
Monday afternoon in Legion Hall
The Junior Harmony Club held an The sewing circle includes every
enthusiastic meeting Wednesday eve member of the auxiliary. A large
ning at the BPW rooms, with 28 amount of work is to be accomplished.
Double extra heavy and extra size 1 urkish,
members present, and seven new
Pepperell Sheet and Case Sets with colored
members reported. Mrs. Faith G
51x25; handsome colored borders
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve- , :
Berry for the lesson period conduct ning with Miss Edith MacAlman, 55 j
hems; fast color
ed a contest on “Notes and Rests" Broad street.
All Firsts
Regular 1.15
which was won by Eleanor Bradbury.
Christinas carols were practiced, and
The auxiliary of Sons of Union
I Sheet, 81x99; 2 Cases, 42x38’/2; Pepperell
it was decided to hold the caroling Veterans is giving a bridge party
Monday evening, Dec. 22 instead of Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall,
make. Per set,
2.95
1.19
Special Bath Mats,
Christmas eve as originally planned. with Mrs. May Reed as chairman.
With Mrs. Noyes in charge, this pro
gram waa presented: Piano, Gavotte, Members of the BPW Club met at
(Lemont), Edith Dondis; paper, the home of Mrs. Emily Stevens.
Emma Eames, Emma Harding; piano. Talbot avenue, Monday evening, to
Whirling, (Law), Betty McAlary; work on aprons which are to be
trumpet, Serenade* (Mackie-Beyer), placed on sale in conjunction with
Marian Harvey; piano, The Butter the cooked food exchange at the club
fly, (Merkle), Eleanor Bradbury. rooms Wednesday afternoon, provid
The meeting scheduled for Wednes ing a splendid opportunity to find
day, Dec. 24, will be omitted, the date attractive aprons, for Christmas gifts.
of the next meeting to be announced.
With a REAL LIVE SANTA CLAUS to talk to the children. Here's his schedule starting today: Every morning lie will
Teachers to provide pupils will bee t- The Clara Barton Guild will meet
be on the third floor from 10.30 to 11 oclock to meet the children, where they can talk to him, give him Christmas
Miss Mabel Lamb, Mrs. Ruth San ‘ Tuesday afternoon in the Univer
lists and letters. Every afternoon he will work in his shop in Our big front window from 3.30 to 4 o’clock. (Please
born, A. R. Marsh, Mrs. Badie Leach salist vestry from 3 to 6. Members
note carefully you can meet him and talk with him only ln the forenoon). Shop in the forenoon if possible.
and Miss Margaret Stahl.
are to take a basket lunch and each
one
a
new
member
if
possible.
The
X
--'Judson Flanagan arrives home to Christmas box for Miss Powell’s
day from Providence College for the mountain children is to be packed. For
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
this each member is to take a gift or
holidays.
ten cents to purchase a gift. Election
„
.. „
„
I officers will take place. Mrs. E. W.
=p
Mrs. Basil Sitinson, Mrs. C. F. Snow pjlce counse]or wm be jn charge, and
Mrs. I. W. Fifield of Vinalhaven
Mrs. Evie Perry and Mrs. W. H
Mrs. Susie Limb and Mrs. Herbert has a delightful surprise in store for Anderson
carried off the honors ln was the guest Tuesday of her cousin,
Philbrook motored Thursday to Ban- the children.
brftige at the party given under the Mrs. Orrin Smith, Ocean avenue.
gor where Mrs. Snow attended to 1
___
V
: business in conjunction with the Miss Mary Lawry of Rockland had auspices of .the BPW Club Thursday
James Flanagan and Harry Hussey
evening, with Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory
i American Legion auxiliary.
the role of “Aunt Jane" in “The Ar- and Mrs. Annie O'Brien in charge. left yesterday for Palm Beach, Fla.,
Temple Hall, Ro:khnd
---I rival of Kitty," when it was present- Aether of these popular parties will where they have employment for the
I Miss Myra Clark who has been I ed by the Bridgton Academy Dra- be given next Thursday evening winter.
I the guest of her brother, H. C. Clark,: matic Club Wednesday night. This With Mrs. Emma Dick as hostess.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
j Rankin street, has returned to her I Rockland student is winning honors
Music By
; homg in New York.
in many fields.
Mrs. Harold Allen who has been at Veterans meets .Wednesday night,
Knox Hospital for surgical treatment with supper at 6. The annual Christ
Marston
’s*
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
John J. Perry who has been at The Ladies' Auxiliary of Raloh returned to her home in Camden yes mas tree will take place following
supper, each member being requested
Eight-Piece Orchecira
Knox Hospital for an appendicitis op- , Ulmer Camp. United Spanish War terday.
Admission: Men 50c; I adieu 2Se
to furnish a gift.
eratlon, returned to his home on Veterans, held its annual election of
ADMISSION 53 CENTS
1498*Ttf
North Main street yesterday.
officers Wednesday evening. The
The Methebesec Club will hold a
149-150
___
new officers are: President, Mrs. M. special meeting Thursday afternoon,
Thirty members and three guests ®' Dick; senior vice president, Mrs Dec. 18, at the Copper Kettle, with
were present at the meeting of the Ella Hyland; junior vice president, Mrs. Theresa Millett as chairman.
,e date has been changed from Dec.
Universalist Mission Circle at the Mnt Anne Snow; chaplain, Mrs. Julia
MONDAY-TUESDAY
so as not to conflict with the
home of Mrs. David Talbot Wednes Huntley; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
day, Mrs. Talbot being assisted in en Howard Rackliffe; historian, Mrs. guest day being held by the Rubin
All sizes up to 10 feet
tertaining by Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. Ralph Doherty; conductress, Mrs. stein Club. The program will be de
Grace Ayers Blade , Miss Carrie ' Lester Plummer; assistant con voted to Christmas, these papers on
50 Cents
Woman and Man
Sherriffs and Miss Maud Pratt. Fol- ductress, Mrs. Myra Watts; guard. old Christmas customs to be present
Telephone
48-W
Stripped By Life
lowing luncheon relief sewing for Mrs. Albert Hastings; assistant guard. ed: Of England by Miss Caroline
Or Call and Pick One Out at
Stanley; of Holland, Mrs. Ava JackKnox Hospital was done until 2.30 Mrs. Horace Vose.
Of All Save The
EDGAR DORR'S
son; of Switzerland, Mrs. Maud
when the business and devotiona'
Power To Love
Broad Street, Rockland—or/
rheeting took place. Response to the Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird enter Blodgett; of France, Mrs. Laura
J. B. PAULSEN'S
roll call was made by quotations on tained at dinner and cards Wednes- Maxey. Readings will be given by
Fiercely!
FlOker Street, Thomaston
the topic of "Love.” Reports from day evening, with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Millett and Mrs. Ruth Ellinpf- S’
149* lt is
tbe various committees showed that Charles H. Berry as honor guests, wood, and there will be special music 5
^■katiikbMaiSdtatatUiMkSiMtMtaiadtsi
several new families had been visited; The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Berry, and probably a guest speaker.
help given by the philanthropic com- | Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom.
dllttee to several worthy persons; Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw. Mr.
and a long list of names of sick and and Mrs. Berry were also honor
MON.-TUES.
shut-ins, were furnished to thc guests at a lobster dinner given by
“Cheerful Letter Writer" for her Mr. and Mrs. Hanscom last evening.
Christmas duties. Resolutions were
To Men Sha Brings
presented on the death of Mrs. > Success crowned the efforts of
Martha Epear, for many years a de Edwin Libby Relief Corps in their
Irresistible Love!
voted and valued member of the annual Christmas fair Thursday.
Circle, One new member was wel These committees were in charge
comed, Mrs. E. W. Pike, counselor of Fancy work, Mrs. Ida Huntley and
Offers them fleeting moments
the Clara Barton Guild. The special Mrs. Adelma Mullen; aprons. Mrs '
of unrestrained happiness!
_____
______________
feature_of the
afternoon was_____
a lec- Amanda Choate. Mrs. Rebecca Ingra- i
Thoughtless of the anguish she
ture on Japdh loaned by the Women's ham and Mrs. Maud Chaples; candy.
may bring to another woman’s
National Missionary Association, Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. Amy
heart!
Illustrated by beautiful slides. This Tripp; cooked food. Mrs. Elizabeth
In "Morocco" Paramount
was read by Mrs. E. F. Glover, the Libby and Mrs. Nellie Higgins; grabs.
A story every married woman
Slides being operated by Harry M I Mrs. Effie Walsh; miscellaneous table.
introduces Marlene Dietrich,
will understand!
Pratt.
I Mrs. Ella McMillan; supper. Mrs.
exotic Continental star whose
A love climax every woman
___________
Elvie Curtis, Mrs. Julia Huntley and
beauty will electrify you!
knows!
Remember! Miss Bicknell will not Miss Ida Stevens. An entertainmen i
A magnificent love spec
tacle!
take her shop down street, this year, under the direction of Mrs. Eliza
The best role of Gary Coop
Kathleen Norris
but an unusual gift is worth the short Plummer was presented, featuring .
er's career!
ride to 12 Knox street, is it not?—adv. Mrs. Ruth Sewall in vocal solos; Mrs.
Amy Tripp and Miss Frances Marsh i
A product o l of haunting
For the Holiday season. Wreaths ln piano solos; and mandolin quar- |
beauty and flame-like emo
tion!
of laurel tied with a bow of ribbon tets by Misses Avis Norwood, Eleanor
make an attractive display for your Bradbury, Dorothy Dimick and Doris
“MOIHKXXT
Window. 38e. Ribbon extra. Large 1 Hyler, with Mrs. Alta Dimick at the
with
Size 81.50. Fuller Cobb-Davis. 149-153 piano.

39c

17c

69c

See Our New Bedding Display In The Basement

—

—

The Largest Toy Department ln This Section

GIFTS for MEN
We are happy to offer a very complete
stock of Christmas GiffB for Men, Women and
Children. Come in and let us show you the
assortment. You wilf surely find the answer
to your gift problem^£*C

t< A FEW SUGGESTIONS *£

OVERCOATS

GAITERS

SUITS

SHOES & HIGH CUTS

MACKINAW COATS

SLIPPERS

MUFFLERS

LEATHER TOP

SHIRTS

RUBBERS

NECKTIES

BATH ROBES

OVERSHOES

PAJAMAS

.

I

L E. BLACKINGTON
CLOTHING AND SHOES
310 Main Street

J?

I

Rockland

Hear the hells
6n Christmas Day
Their wild familiar
Carols play

can produce them
-a

<1

Benefit Dance

DANCE

Wednesday, Dec. 17

Every Tuesday
Camden Opera House

CHRISTMAS
TREES

a

GARY COOPER
MARLENE DIETRICH

No finer Christmas gift—this beau
tiful Majestic screen grid superhet
erodyne with its attractive cabinet
and colorful tone. Surprise the folks
this year.

Majestic Screen Grid
Superheterodyne

KAY FRANCIS, CHARLES BICKFORD

t6day only

All Through tbe Year

KAY JOHNSON, ZAZU PITTS
LEWIS STONE

“ONLY SAPS WORK”

$86.00

By Giving a Subscription to

NOW PLAYING

Richard Arlen, Leon Errol

less tubes

The
Courier-Gazette

“THE BIG TRAIL”

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
ELECTRICIANS

$3.00 per year
Three Times a Week

Telephone 721

585-7 Main Sreet

Bring
- Christinas Cheer

ADOLPHE MENJCU
And a Cast of Hundreds!!

An Absorbing MGM Drama
with

Rockland, Maine
140-154

with

HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

SHOWS
One of the

Publx

Theatres
Tel. 409

•

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Telephone 892

Sat. Continuoua
2.00 to 10.30

A Paramount I’ublix Theatre

Every-Other-Daj
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DIVIDED HONORS

f?onv &.

Rockland and Crosby Dead

locked At Basketball and

Each Win At Volley Ball

/ODH7ERK

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
The Rockland High School junior
varsity basketball team opened its
season here Wednesday night with
the Crosby High junior varsity team
^C,'J
Miss Mildred Demmons. daughter tan Symphony Orchestra. Henry
of Belfast, and played to a 19 to 19
deadlock. Owing to the fact that of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Demmons of Hadleyconductor. Miss Noyes and
this was the first game for both Thomaston, has been admitted to the Mrs. vrahnett were also guests at a
teams an overtime period was not Glee Club in the Lesley School. Cam- luncheon and musicale of the Rubinplayed. The Belfast school also sent bridge, where she is a student. This stein Club, of which Mrs. William
a girls' and boys' volley ball team. is very gratifying, as the require- Rogers Chapman is president,
At Brownsville, Texas, near here, j time you are down that way, do drop The two teams split the match, with ments are difficult to meet. Miss With a representation from 28
the government has an army base, in and ask to see it. Mrs. Tibbetts the girls' team carrying off the win Demmons has also been chosen as states, there were many opportunities
one of 30 girls to sing in a chorus in f°r exchange of ideas among the
An officer had lost patience trying • does not use it in her business, of for Rockland.
to teach some rookies to fire a volley. I course, for we have better tools in The junior varsity team played four a Christmas concert to be presented federation officers, and with so com
and so in disgust he bellowed, "Fire this age. but she will be glad to show 8-minute periods and during that at the Ambassador Hotel. Cambridge, prehensive and encompassing a pmat random." And a rookie replied, it to you, I am sure.
time Referee Wotton called exactly She has a fresh appealing soprano program, it was felt that the work of
20 fouls on each team. It was the voice; her only vocal study up to ;he federation will be carried on with
"All right, sir. which one is he?"
,
<$><$><$>-$>
I Your friends in Maine who visit foul shooting ability of French that entry at the Lesley School has been even greater enthusiasm in each
This is written just before Christ- St. Petersburg, Florida, in the winter, enabled the visitors to tie the score with Lilian S. Copping of this city.
state.
....
mas. During a stroll this evening, have probably told you that the local in the last period. After the player
Those
who
listened with joy to
in the light of the moon, I stopped paper there advertises to give you was fouled and injured so that it was
Many persons have had an idea
in front of a little rickety cottage your paper free any day that the necessary to call time he shot the two that radio sets are taking the place Rosa Ponselle last Sunday evening in
the Atwater-Kent Hour will be in
in the Mexican section. Seated in sun does not shine some time during fouls that tied the score.
of pianos in the homes of most youn? terested ,n
concerning that
a small circle on the grass in front the day. They call St. Petersburg For the Crosby team French was couples just setting up housekeeping - 6
gifted
artist.
Of the shack were six little Mexican : the “Sunshine City.” Now note the outstanding while Vic Armata did the nowadays. That is true in many in
Rcsa
Ponselle.
who
is
considered
children. In the center of the circle contrast. I find a paper here printed bulk of the offensive work for Rock stances. but the piano remains a very
on the ground, was an old metal off in west Texas, 500 miles from land.
popular instrument, according to a the "greatest living soprano," was in
xylophone. with some of the notes, here. Over there they are troubled The Rockland High boys' volley recent bulletin issued by the Depart Boston on her last trip to perform
or metal slats missing. One of the with sunshine. Too much. And that | ball team won the first set in th» ment of Commerce. It declares that in the Hotel Statler salon. And
Older children, with a little hammer causes drouth And a severe drouth match only to have the visitors come pianos valued at $38,079,827 were
,.She
to go on. It was one of thos<
was gently tapping the metal keys is not infrequent. And so. every time back strong and take the next two manufactured in
in the TTnitaH
United State' declined
things
you
read
about
in
interesting
While the chorus of six squeaky it rains, this newspaper prints on the sets. The local girls' team dropped last year. And that was the value at
childish voices sang a soft lullabv in front page a crowing rooster in red the first set but was able to take the the factory. The retail valuation, of biographies of the great and the
near-great, such as Karl Muck letSpanish. With little heads raised ink. St. Petersburg sells you sun- next two and cop the match.
course, was much greater
ring Anton Rubinstein suffer at the
toward the moon, they threw their shine, advertises it. and makes much The Rockland boys' volley ball
A bit of welcome news is that the P£"°
®ymphony Ha“ <*?st°n’
whole hearts into the song and paid money out of it The chaps in west team comprised: Larrabee. Rokes
no attention to The Wandering Texas would rather they had less Spear. Daily, Sawyer. Gray. Webber Rockland Bovs' Band has been placed while the great composer fumbled in
his
memory
for the key in which the
Spectator. It was probably some of it. for they cannot sell it, and it and Faulkington, while the Belfast under school jurisdiction, the mem
Christmas song, for the Mexicans ruins their crops. Life is a struggle, lineup consisted of Rhodes. Stevens. bers hereafter to receive credits the concerto was written.
Hamilton. Ellis, Farnham. Hills, same as is true of the school or The salon was crowded, the sched
make much of this day.
Ed. Dean is right.
Darling, and Wood. The girls who chestras. For some time the band uled time had come. But Ponselle
<§> -®> <$>
«>•»«>«>
And. in direct contrast, the Itali- j The United States Department of played for Rockland were: Smith. has been a problem: it has been would not sing. Arguments, cajolPl,e^,inga avail?d nothi,n«' Sl?e
ans at Naples. Italy, also Catholics. Commerce recently made a survey Brewer. Sprague. Elsie and Edna rather like‘a ship without a rudder.
could not find a Christmas card to and reports that there are five mil- Howard. Mattson, Wasgatt, Hodgkins. as it has seemed to lack proper back was not ill. Her voice was in excelsell me when I lived there winter lion automobiles in use in the United Snowman. Breen, Pietroski. Williams, ing or efficient management, and lent condition. There had been ap
before last. I will spend this Christ- States too old and defective to be Piper and Gay. E. Witemuler, Dar there has been a latent fear in more parently nothing to worry her. Nor,
mas in Mexico, at Monterey, a real sold or to be insured. And yet they ling, M. Holmes, Greggar. Ralph. than one mind that it would finally for that matter, did she want the
Mexican city, and not a bprder are running. This class of cars is Morseman. Seekins, Wing. Waterman. “go to pot." Of course at this time concert called off.
. . Here was an imbooze camp called a city, with which | now generally accepted as a menace Staples. R. Holmes. Lane. Howard all points as to its place in school P lv JLeol?J
the river bank is infested. I hope on the road, but getting rid of them Erckman and Randall made up the activities have not been entirely finally revealed, because two seats in
then to write you about Christmas and getting them off the streets is a Crosby girls' team.
settled. Balanced instrumentation, the salon were not taken. The empty
in Mexico as compared with Christ- i problem. You cannot tell a man The basketball summary:
new instruments, recruits, a con*’ chairs annoyed her, spoiled the "sold
mas days I have spent in other parts that he must drive a good car or
Rockland High
ductor. etc., are a few of the points out" record. They must be sold,
occupied.
of the world, and one in the middle none at all. Many manufacturers
G
F
P to be studied, and I am confident now
of the Pacific ocean on my way to are now junking most of the cars Bradbury, If ......... 0
11 that the Band will once more take h,'V^th5r Ponselle knew it or not,
th.e t'*,° Sentlemen who occupied
japan.
they take in trade, and are making Armata. If ....... .... 3
0
6 its stand as one of the most strikine
organizations
Rockland hem finally were two very appreciano effort to fix them up and sell Frohock, rf ... .,....... 0
2
2 musical
five, musically-minded bellhops reI have something of interest for them. In Massachusetts and New- Harden, rf ............ 0
0
0 jjoasts
special job. And the
Rockland housekeepers. Of especial Jersey laws have been passed mak- Thomas, c ............ 10
2 Those who witnessed the Rock- cruited. for
interest to the Diligent Dames and ing regular inspection of all cars Pietroski. c ............ 0
3
3 land Boys' Band in the Junior Da- concert went on.
» • • •
the members of the Itooevik Club compulsory, and cars with defective Fisher, lg .............. 2
0*4 observance of the State Federation of
It is an egg beater. A Mexican egg brakes or other safety devices are Palmer, lg ........... 0
0
0 Music Clubs in Portland tw-o vears Guelda Waller and Vera Maconobeater that I found in an Aztec retired, the driver’s license revoked Ripley, rg .............. 0
0
0 aeo will never forget the wonderful chie who are appearing in a costume
Indian curio store across the river in and the registration license removed Shepherd, rg ......... Oil picture those boys presented, nor the recital at the Repertory Theatre in
Mexico, at Reynosa. It is of carved until such time as the car is properly
splendid music they gave under Con- Boston this week include a Zumpe
Wood, inlaid with bone and ivory, a equipped.
6
7
19 ductor Kirkpatrick's baton. They square piano of 1770 among their
made such a tremendous impression accessories. This was brought bv
fine specimen of the art. I was sure
® ® 8>
Crosby High
the Federation officials that their them with anxious care across the
that every matron in Knox and
Insurance Man: “What is your
P on
G
F
praise keeps sounding, and their ab
Lincoln Counties would be interest- husband's name?"
McKeen. rf ........... 0
0
0 sence at the convention in Bangor Atlantic, kept carefully in its proper
ed in viewing this unusual device of
The Matron: "Pat."
Maisel. rf .............. 0
1
1 last May is even yet deplored. Plans position. But in its transportation
a past age. and so I have sent it byInsurance Man: “I want
his full French. If .......
9 will be made to keep the Band in from ship to land, it fared as has
2
5
express to the Jennie Tibbetts Cake name."
2 the Federation, I believe, the bovs many a smaller and less ancient piece
Flanders. If .......... 1
0
Shop, at the Copper Kettle, across
The Matron: "When he's full, he Reed. If ................. 1
V to be on hand at the next convention of baggage, and "fell all ways." An
0
from the Rockland postoffice. Next thinks he's Gene Tunney."
2 in even greater glory than at their expert fixed it up again, however, in
Dolloff, c ........
0
2
time for. its first Ney York concert.
2 first appearance. ,
Barnard, c ............ 1
0
The story of a Zumpe square piano
1
IT WAS SUCCESSFUL
Potter, c ............... 0
1
A FISHING LICENSE
is this: Johannes Zumpe—perhaps
0
Luce, rg ..........
0
0
Enthusiastic reports of the recent his name was originally Zumpt, and0
0
Or An Added Appropriation Of Sfifl.OOO Thomaston High School Benefited Hall, rg ............... 0
0 fall board meeting of the National changed to suit English pronuncla0
A Year, Is the Alternative, Says
From Series Of Plays By the Bnsh- Nickerson, lg ......... 0
0 Federation of Music Clubs held in tion—was a German who had worked
Hall, lg ................ 0
0
Stobie
nell Pupils
New York have been brought back b" for a harpsichord maker. He was the
19 Miss Julia E Noyes of Portland, third first to make small pianos of the size
5
9
Nothing short of the revenue from
The pupils of Adelyn Bushnell ap
Referee.
Wotton. Time, four vice president of the national organi and shape of a virginal. There was
art annual fishing license or an in- peared wih great success in a series 9-minute
zation and director from Maine. a great demand, for them. The
periods.
Others attending from Maine were earliest one known is dated 1766. It
crease of $60,000 per year in its ap- i of one-act plays Wednesday night
Mrs. Guv P. Gannett, State presi is said by some that the action of
propriation from the State will per- at Watts hall, Thomaston with the
ON THE KICKAPOO
dent, Miss Nellie L. McCann of Zumpe's piano was invented by Wil
mlt the Inland Fisheries and Game house packed and the financial outGorham, national chairman of liam Mason, poet-composer, but best
Department to carry out its wild life come was most satisfying. The pro Latest Gossip About the pageantry and dancing, and Miss known as a close friend and cor
Louise R Armstrong, state junior respondent of the poet Gray. Gray
propagation program during the ceeds went to the senior class of the
Coast Guard Craft—Cheer counsellor. Important contacts were wrote to Mrs. Mason after Mason's
next two years. Commissioner Stobie Thomaston High School,
made throughout the week, not only death in 1797: "You will tell me what
told members of the budget commitThe cast included Elzada North,
ing For the Navy
with officers of the federation, but to do with your Zumpe which has
tee at a hearing in the State House. Marion Watts. Dorothy Harvey.
with presidents of other national amused me much here. If you would
> The request for increased appro- Florence Dean, Ruth Perry. Marian
(By H. F. R.»
groups, a luncheon being held par- have it sent down I had better commit it to its maker, who will tune it
priations for the Fish and Game Mullen. Helen de Rochemont, Mary
Once again the Kickapoo is in ticularly for this purpose.
Clinton
Fickett,
JaniceCurry
Pills- port and when she left Bangor the Maine played an interesting part ! and pack it up. Dr. Long has bought
Pepartment, which was recognized Sleeper,
bury Leona
Wl,Uams
victorla
Penobscot was free of ice clear to when on Junior Dav representatives the fellow to it. The base is not quite
by some as the opening wedge in a Virginia Childs, Charlena Grindle, the bridge between Bangor and of local clubs gave a performance of of a piece with the treble, and the
drive to secure the new legislature's Albert Dodge, Melvin Vosburgh, Brewer.
the poetic plav. "MacDowell. writ- j higher notes are somewhat dry and
approval of a proposed annual fish- 1 Louise Dolliver. Vada Clukey. Edith
The bowling team at present is two ten by Miss Edith Lowell of Gorham, j sticky. The rest discourses very
ing license bill, is necessary if the North, Ruth Whittemore. Hazel Mar- or three games behind its schedule, with Miss Zilphaetta Butterfield and eloquent music." Johann Christian
ciepartment is to establish a game shall. Dorothy Snow. Marian Norton, but they expect to catch up before Miss Emily Eldridge now located in Bach used one; he paid fifty pounds
farm for the rearing of wild birds Josephine Perry, Evelyn Cameron, the month is out and when the sea New York furnishing the musical set- to Zumpe; and this Bach was the
and continue with its fish hatchery Agnes Flanagan. William Manning, son is over they expect to be at top ting. The play was read by Miss , first to exhibit in London a piano as
Barbara Jean Langdon of Gorham, a solo instrument; this was in 17*8.
expansion program, the commis- Zenas Melvin, Elizabeth Calder and of the heap.
sioner said
Mary Lawrence.
Boatswain E. B. Drinkwater went This was put on under the direction The piano used by the girls weighs
The 1929 legislature enacted a
The outstanding performances, on the hunt while on a 15-day leave of Miss McCann as a demonstration on]y 80 pounds, and was built
of her work with pageantry and originally to be plaped on a table,
fishing license bill which was although that of each pupil was ex but returned empty handed.
thought by proponents to require the cellent and showed careful training,
Legs {lave been added to it, and it
J. B. Stover C.M.M, has been dancing.
annual renewal of licenses but some were those given by Elzada North, transferred to the harbor tug Macki One of the speakers was Austin I sounds something like a guitar. It
Thompson, associate editor of Musi- is 49 u inches long. 18 inchqs wide
time later it was discovered that the Ruth Perry. Clinton Fickett, Victoria nac in Boston.
America and critic of the New \ and extends five octaves lacking one
word "annual” had been omitted Curry. Dorothy Harvey, Florence
S. H. Warren. Sea. lc, who spent a cal
and the licenses were good for an Dean. Albert Dodge, Charlena 15-fiay leave at his home in Ma- York Evening Post. The board mem note.
» • * •
unlimited time.
Grindle. Hazel Marshall. Zenas Mel chiasport returned aboard the ship bers were entertained by the Asso
ciated Music School Settlements at
Stobie explained that the extra vin and William Manning.
after spending a’xouple of days of Greenwich House, the hostess being
Among
the
most
interesting musi
$60,000 appropriation for each of the
The last sketch of the evening was temporary duty at the White Head
cal
events
in
Boston
recently have
Miss
Marion
Rous,
who
has
twice
next two years could be dispensed j "The Valiant,” played by Adelyn C. G. Station while awaiting the ar
been
the
performances
given by thq
been
heard
in
Maine,
once
as
soloist
with if the annual 65 cent fishing Bushnell. Marshall Bradford. E. F. rival of the Kickapoo in port.
at the State Federation here in Don Cossacks, the Russian ma!»
Mcense were established. Such a Lynch. Charles Starrett. David Libby
H. E. Drey, Sea. lc, has re-enlisted Rockland and later at one of the chorus under thc direction of Serge
license, he estimated, would bring and Alton Foster. Mr. Bradford
a period of one year. He spent Camden concerts. Other events in Jaroff. A review by Morris Hastings,
revenue of about $70,000 per year gave a magnificent performance of aforlittle
a Boston critic, is rather interesting:
over a month on the “outside"
into the department.
the man about to be executed. Ade where he found the work hard and cluded a demonstration of ether wave
“It will take a deal of concert going
music
by
Prof.Theramin;
a
banquet
lyn Bushnell brought tears in the the pay small so he decided to come
at which several important speakers to dull the memory of this group's
appealing part of the sister and Mr. back to his alma mater.
were hearci. including Madame Olga entry and the first thunderous, thrill
gave a very fine performance
The latest word from H. E. Carroll, Samaroff and Prof. Bartholomew of ing tones it trumpeted out at the
RAINIER LIME RICKEY Lynch
of
the
warden
Sea. lc, who was transferred to a Yale, the latter speaking of the lack audience.
A new sparkling Fresh Fru t Bev
Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Maurice patrol boat at Gloucester, is that he of
“We all knew something mem
erage—a perfect miser
co-operation of the colleges in
Lovejoy. Grace Rollins and Mary likes the place and is getting along
orable was about to happen the mo
Listen in every Fridav evening at
music.
Bunker
were
to
appear
in
“
Over
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Social events planned in honor of ment we caught sight of the blacktones," which is considered one of fine.
Miss Mona E. Joyce was down
Distributed by
board members included attend bloused. nigh-booted men, many of
the finest short plays ever written, to visit the ship where her father the
at the Metropolitan Opera them more than six feet tall, filing
Rockland Produce Co.
but it had to be omitted due to the stands a watch or two. She made ance
as the guests of Otto Kahn, on the stage with military precision.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
illness of one of the cast. However, quite a hit with the boys and they all House
with Lucretia Bori and Beniamino Then out through the door shpt a
Miniature Golf Cour-e
it will be given later at a Parent are of the opinion that she looks like Gigli
appearing in “Manon;” enter tiny dynamic person. Serge Jaroff.
146-29
Teacher Association meeting.
her Dad. Here's hoping she won’t be taining by A. Atwater Kent at a per Smiling and bobbing his head in ac
as “ornery.” She’ll be three months formance of “The Green Pastures," knowledgment of the applause, he
followed by supper; a tea given by leaped on the conductor's stand,
old next week.
Of all the men discharged within Ernest Hutcheson, the famous pianist, made two deep bows, seemed about
the last year there is only one miss and Mrs. Hutcheson" a tea with Ed to fall over backwards, made an
win Swain, noted baritone, as host. abrupt tjtrn, raised his right eyebrow'
ing from the fold.
The news came through from <Mr. Swain has been heard in Maine 1 at his men. and the Don Cossacks
were off,
Washington the other day that the in recent years.)
“And what singing was this!
C. G. Bears, the service football The delegates were also guests of
I team lost a tough game to the All the National Broadcasting Company Basses roared down several octaves
Marine team from Quantico, Va., at its theatre in the Amsterdam lower than you would believe human
by the score of 7 to 0. The play was Building, when they saw manv art ly possible; tenors blared out in fullfor the President’s all service cup ists who are often heard on the air toned passages or soared up into the
and the proceeds of the game went presented in the play "Mikerophobi?..” higher realms of the soprano. One
to the unemployment fund. Presi Opportunity w'as also given to attend genial, tremendous bass, in the midst
dent Hoover and Mrs. Hoover at several programs given by well known of Cossack songs, astonished the
I
tended the game as did about 22.000 groups, inchiding the New York audience by putting his fingers in his
spectators. The entire crew has Chamber Music Society, Carolyn mouth and emitting lusty whistles
NOW FORMING
turned its attention to the Navy and Beebe, conductor; and the Manhat- and whoops. This was, indeed, splen
Army game this Saturday. The >-Wl»>t*W»M(W»************ did barbaric singing. Singing which
must be heard to be believed possible.
Navy can be sure of a lot of cheer
Once hearing it, you will declare it a
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
ing from the Kickapoo, (over the
at
most thrilling experience."
radio).
That yields much satisfaction
WHEN HAIR TURNS WHITE
is a year's subscription to The
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here ! Courier-Gazette. The visit of
There appears to be a number of
this paper three times every
after for the special convenience of
well authenticated cases on record
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
week is a steady reminder of the
in which the hair has turned gray
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
within a few hours as the result of
giver—156 times a year. A handsickness, fright, or distress. The
\ some Christmas card carrying
case of John M. Driver, clergyman,
1855
1930
the donor's name goes forward
writer and lecturer, is pointed out as
THOMASTON, MAINE
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
a good example. Driver many times
with the gift. Call at the office
Waldoboro and Rockland
stated from the public platform that
or telephone 770, and the order
Highlands
his hair turned gray in a single
will
be
filled.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
night as the result of a domestic
>
144-tf
122S-tf 1 fa’e'WCWg'C'C'C’M’k’S’k’C'e'rce'C’i’t1 tragedy.

Join Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE THOMASTON

NATIONAL

BANK

s

TU0I6UTS
the true sense of the word ours is a Christmas Store.
thousand Christmas Thoughts.

The store of a

Our shelves are loaded with splendid, prac

tical joy and comfort-bringing gifts for every member of the family.

We

list only a few for your consideration:

ALADDIN LAMPS

PARIS SLEDS

$1.50 to $4 75

FIREPLACE GOODS

COLEMAN LAMPS

SHOE SKATES

SCREENS

AND LANTERNS

$4.50, $5.00, $7.50

THERMOS BOTTLES

BAKING DISHES
PYREX

ERECTOR SETS

AND JUGS

$1.00 to $10.00

* SKIS
$1.10 to $13.00
SNOW SHOES
HOCKEY STICKS

JACK KNIVES
25c to $3.50
SCOUT KNIVES
45c to $1.75

FLASHLIGHTS

CASSEROLES

TOOL CHESTS
$1.50 to $5.25

ANDIRONS

AND BATTERIES

PERCOLATORS

ELECTRIC TOASTERS
as

SCISSORS
SHEARS
CARVING SETS

SHOT GUNS

AMMUNITION
AIR RIFLES

BREAD & CAKE BOXES
PANTRY SETS
IVORY ENAMELWARE
Blue, Green and Orange
FISH RODS
Trimmings
REELS
Best Quality
LINES

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main St.,

Rockland, Maine
147*149

' count of Rockland's famous Red J
IT HAPPENED HERE
Jacket; Frederick C. Matthews,)
__
American Merchant Ships, <17.50 n.
-r
U
. ..
,Marine research society), to our Uisaster lo Owls Mead IVlo, minds the most interesting of the :
tor Boat Aired In U. S.
many interesting publications of the
Society, is full of the achievements j
District Court
of Thomaston built ships, while Basil
Lubbock's Downeasters revives for us j Hearing ol evidence on a p^uon of
the yarns and tradition surrounding
_ .
. _
_
,
local captains and their crews.
Ithe PeJePSC°t Paper Company of
fN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Byrd’s Little America ($5 Putnam) Topsham for limitation of liability in
has arrived All who saw the movies actions brought by George B. Smith
Those who cannot go to college this of the Byrd Antarctic expedition will of Owl's Head and Frank Falkins of
glory In the book. Rockwell
Kent,
u„ ... a—i.v,
winter, but who wish they could, are «rti«t
reminded by Miss Snow, of the Rock- artist, anthnr.fYnlnrpr
author-explorer anrt
and one time SWSmpSCOtt, MaSS., by Mr. Smith fOr
himself
and
by
Mr.
Smith
for his two
land Public Library, that the library Jobsterman on Monhegan. has gained
affords an opportunity for higher further distinction by having his N. minor children was held before Judge
education through free reading by E.. chosen for the December se- Hale in United States District Court
courses and free books. Ranging lection by the Literary Guild. All at Portland Thursday.
from psychology to modern drama or five of these fascinating sea-going
The defendant asks that in the
biology, are volumes on the Very sub- books may be seen, and borrowed at event an award of damages is made,
Jects which may be elected from a the Rockland Public Library. We will I maximum recovery shall not exceed
college curriculum and reading courses gladly take your reserves for these the value of a motorboat owned by
which may, to some extent, take the books, or any others of our books. ' Smith and Palkins whlch was de.
place of an Instructor by guiding the either by telephone or personally.
stroyed by fire at a wharf in Rock
student to the most outstanding ma
land.
terial in each subject.
NOT ALL ESCAPED
| The plaintiffs allege that when the
With prominent educators deplor
---I motorboat was moved at the wharf
ing the standardizing effect of edu Nearly 70,000 Arrests For Violation pi to make reom for the tug Pejepscot
cation at some of the large and over
the Prohibitory Law Were Made that the motorboat grounded at low
crowded institutions and stressing the
Last Year
tide and listed in such a manner that
importance of individual initiative, it
the gasoline leaked from the pipe
is even possible, without in any way
Jail sentences aggregating more connections saturating the boat and
underestimating the importance of than 14,000 years imposed during thc that when Elliott Smith lit a lantern
the colleges and universities, to point last fiscal year on violators of the in the forecastle there was an exout certain advantages of heme study. Volstead Act under the Jones "Five 1 plosion which threw him overboard
There is no need of taking subjects and Ten" and other laws, were re- and set fire to the craft.
which are disliked, no cramming for ported/by Dr. James M. Doran.
j__________ ;__________________ _
examinations, and most important of
Giving a final accounting of his r
DI4I7IIMATICM
1 IDIvl loKe
all. the work is done not for credit stewardship over thc Prohibition Bu- J ror
but for personal satisfaction.
reau before it was divided by Con- j
BUXTONS
What would you take if you were gress mto three parts, Dr. Doran, | Dur,
XTlr, Cnrrnrir
in college? Miss Snow asks those now Commissioner of Industrial Al- ; KHLUMAIIC DrtdrlV
who seek aid in selecting spare time cohol, reported to Secretary Mellon a I You will not regret it. For sale at all
reading of real value.
total of 68.173 arrests by dry agents , leading drug stores. Let us send you
To those who would elect literature, and 22,405 jail sentences out of 54.085 a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medlshe offers reading courses on “Mod convictions up to last July.
cine Co., Abbot Village, Me.
ern Drama." “Short Story Writing,"
"The Poetry of Our Own Times,”
"English Literature," “English Drama
on the Stage” “Shakespeare." »
"Twentieth
Century
American
Novels,” "Scandinavian Literature,"
Or “French Literature."
Those who would like to specialize
ln science are advised to choose
among such courses as "Biology."
"The Human Body and Its Care,”
“Mental Hygiene." "Psychology." “In
vention and Society," "Pivotal Fig
ures of Science." “Geography and
Our Need for It,” and "The Stars."
These are but some of the 50 or
more courses available at the library
on a wide variety of subjects; courses
prepared by specialists and published
by the American Library Association.
• • • •
Some recent additions at the Rock
land Public Library are Gurnet, Saint
Johnson; Canfield. Deepening Stream;
Dufour. Monique; Farnol, Over the
Hills; Griswold, Tides of Melvern;
Kay-Smith. Shepherds in Sackcloth;
Lincoln, Blowring Clear; Loche. Shorn
Lamb; Ostenso, Waters under the
Earth; Villier, By Way of Cape
Horn; Williams. Great Oaks.
Visitors at the Library have been
pleased with the desirable desk calen
dars which are on sale there for the
benefit of the book fund. The
months headed by a fine picture of
our attractive Public Library are at
tached to a browm stained, threeinch. wooden wedge, making a neat,
compact, and convenient calendar
suitable for any business office or
home desk. The calendars are de
signed for, and are most attractive as
gifts at the low cost of 35 cents.
....
There is nothing quite so enjoyable
to many as the reading of a good
book. Book-shops this fall are espe
cially tempting. But so many beauti
ful and desirable books are being
publishea one cannot possibly hope
to own tnem all. However your Pub
nc Library is in a position to gratify
many of your reading desires, and is
glad to report a goodly showing of
fall publications for your pleasure.
Conspicuously shown in Boston
book-shops are three books of special
interest to this community. Carl C.
Cutler’s Greyhounds of the Sea, the
story of the American Clipper ships
($15. Putnam), contains a fine ac- *

Atwater-Kent
Radio
$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Ask For Demonstration

J. A. Karl <S Co.
Authorized Dealer
Telephone 745-W
Rockland, Me.
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